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OPERATIONS SYSTEM AGILITY – THE UNDERLYING FACTOR FOR MASS CUSTOMIZATION AND THE MOST IMPORTANT FEATURE OF NEW INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

O. Andreev

Abstract: Modern products become more and more complex and along with this, the requirements for reducing time-to-market and costs are increasing continually. The demand for customized products is growing at the same rate, as well as the search for more effective and efficient utilization of resources and energy, which is already a distinguish feature of industrial development nowadays. In turn, increased agility and velocity of production processes significantly increase the requirements for modern production systems. In order for industrial companies to survive and keep their competitiveness in such a dynamic environment, they must not only increase their productivity, but to improve their operations strategy in terms of agility as well, offering their goods and services. Latter puts new challenges to modern companies.

Introduction

First industrial revolution “elaborated the hardware” for the modern factories and founded the beginning of their industrialization. Second industrial revolution provided the “software” – new forms of organizing manufacturing processes (i.e. flow line), the basics for scientific planning and optimizing operations. This contributed to a sharp improvement in productivity. This way, mankind faced next issue (again a “hardware” one) going up on the spiral – the automation. With the introduction and use of electronics and information technology to help the automation, the Third industrial revolution began – so-called “Digital revolution”. It is also characterized by the integration of programmable logic controllers for automated production systems (SPS). With the increasing product complexity and reduced production batches, however, again new demands are put on the flexibility of production system that are now associated with: market globalization, consideration of the effects and characteristics of individual countries/regions, as well as products/services customization [1,2].

This brings us to the present day and the Fourth industrial revolution. It implies a qualitatively new level of organizing and managing the entire value chain, which is oriented now towards individualized customer desires. Essentially, value chain covers the entire life cycle of products, including: the concept, design, development, manufacture, product delivery, its after-sale use and recycling, including related services [1,3,4,5]. Companies already use their operations systems (machines, equipment etc.), as well as the ones of other companies through internet thereby forming so-called Virtual organizations. This leads to implementing integrated IT concepts for the whole value added chain, based on the Cyber-Physical Systems – Smart Enterprises, Smart Cities [6, 9]. Involving such intelligent components, the way is paved to the new technology era [7,10,11] (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Four industrial revolutions – progressive development of the “hardware” and “software” of factories, i.e. – technology and operations management. Source: German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence (DFKI) [5]

New Industrial Revolution and Agility

Industry 4.0 is radically changing operations and business models, providing opportunities for greater flexibility and efficiency not only in the field of manufacturing, but in the use of resources as well. Among the factors that force these changes are [3,4,5,9]:

- Increasing requirements in terms of flexibility and agility in all phases and areas of operations development;
- Product customization and efficient resources utilization;
- Integration through the whole supply chain and value chain;
- Reengineering of supply chain and value chain with respect of globalizing market.

Given the above, industrial development is focusing on:

- Intelligent production systems that are able to match customers’ individual requirements, profitably producing small batches and/or single pieces;
- Agile creation/planning and execution of
- Creating new “forms” of added value and new technology/business models;
- Facing challenges such as resource and energy efficiency, demographic changes and trends, “urbanization” of manufacturing etc.;
- More intense and flexible cooperation with business-partners, as well as with the employees;
- Flexible and social-responsive working places;
- Based on the intelligent systems, releasing employees from routine tasks and helping them to focus on the creative activities with bigger added value. Having in mind upcoming shortages of skilled workers, it is possible that way to prolong professional life and productivity of older specialists and workers, who would combine in a better way their professional life with the private one, as well as with a better training;
- Communications agility allows the direct incorporation of the clients into the creation and manufacture of the products/services, and thus leads to a cheaper customization.

Agility and Opportunities to Optimize Added Value Chain

The challenges and requirements for value chain optimizing can be considered as requirements for a greater flexibility and agility in the following areas [1,2,6,8]:

- Joint development of information technologies and production/operations devices/machinery;
- Shortening Time-to-Market solutions and introducing new technological solutions;
- Implementing agile IT systems without introducing production IT platforms;
- Safety at work without additional investments in complex safety infrastructure;
- Integration and an active support to SMEs with the required IT and manufacturing technologies.

Requirements to the manufacturing companies that are a result of further development of IT cannot be achieved only by focusing on the automation of operations. The establishment and implementation of comprehensive technological approaches is needed. This approach involves a “massive flexibility” to meet the growing and individualized customer requirements [1,4,5].

The Role of ERP Systems in Agility Growth

The new generation ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) systems support dynamic processes, which are used to increase operations agility. Companies use such ERP systems, according to the conditions of the new operations and market environment. These are intelligent ERP systems with service-oriented architecture (Service-Oriented Architecture – SOA). It enables using services of other software vendors through standardized interfaces. The most important is that it creates opportunities for direct communication of ERP system with the Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) and “smart products”. Thus, when changes are needed in the production, a simulation is performed using the “in-memory” technology. Operations processes improvement is going now faster and better. Direct access to production data from such ERP system provides much needed “transparency” of technology and business processes while processing individual orders. These solutions are easy to implement as simulations and forecasts ERP system creates are presented in a user friendly way on mobile devices, such as tablets, smartphones etc.

In addition, new ERP systems use the opportunities of Cloud Computing for the so-called Internet-Of-Services (IOS), including these, being performed as web-based software components.

Individualization of Mass Production

The individualization of mass production is characterized with the following important features [1]:

Radically Increased Agility

The high degree of the production system agility is vital for the company’s ability to offer a wide variety of customized products (small batches and/or single pieces of end items) at prices that are comparable to those which were typical for the mass production until recently. The trend is increasing the flexibility/agility of the production system on account of reducing batches (Fig. 2).

Quick Innovation Obsolescence

а) Изострената и глобализирана конкуренция води до все по-малки жизнени цикли на продуктите и необходимост от съответно скъсяване на иновационните цикли – пътят от идеята
do пазара, както и тяхното „застияване“ с оглед запазване конкурентната позиция на предприятието.

б) Освен посоченото продуктите стават все по-сложни и комплексни, което увеличава тяхната потребителска стойност и себестойност при неумолими ограничения „отгоре“ за цените.

Много често едното е за сметка на другото, което увеличава пресата върху производствената система на предприятието (фиг. 3).

**Figure 3. Complexity and innovation obsolescence of products and services**

**Increasing Efficiency of the Production System**

One of the main factors for production system efficiency increasing is the utilization of raw-materials and energy consumption in company operations. The trend is: continuously growing efficiency to maintain or improve company competitive position (Fig. 4).

**Figure 3. Continuously growing efficiency of operations**

**Industrial Software Packages**

Over the past 15 years, many industrial companies build their own portfolios of software products that enable customers to take participation through the entire value chain, i.e. they participate in the creation, production and/or distribution of products. This process is increasingly expanding and imposes the principles of mass production to be applied to individual orders – so-called Mass Customization Era came into power. The same trend is also evident in the software market – software platforms with "inter-operations" solutions (customization and integration – Fig. 5). Among the companies in Bulgarian market, the most common and acceptable solutions seem to be the products of Siemens AG [12]:

**PLM Software**

Siemens software „Product Lifecycle Management“ (PLM) enables an effective management of the entire product life cycle – from the idea, through design, production, after-sale support and service, to the recycling. By PLM, the packages of Computer-Aided Design (CAD), Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAM), Computer Aided Engineering (CAE), Product Data Management (PDM), Digital Manufacturing etc., complement seamlessly.
Manufacturing Execution System (MES)
SIMATIC IT is a modern MES, which offers a width functions variety and allows to efficiently combine productivity with quality, as well as to accelerate time-to-market. This way, the company can react more quickly to the changes in volumes and diversity, i.e. to ensure greater agility. MES from SIMATIC IT is a component of MOM (Manufacturing Operations Management) of Siemens AG for the digital companies. This solution supports the whole chain of product/service added value.

Digital Enterprise Software Suite is a complete solution of Siemens Industry and also covers the entire product life cycle.

Conclusion
From the foregoing, it can be concluded that today’s service-oriented society, as well as the customization of production/services, i.e. co-participation of customers in the production process will have important consequences for the society as a whole in terms of:
- Creation of new technology and business models based on the product life cycle and service orientation, focusing on digital processing and customization of their manufacturing;
- Systematic development of above models and their implementation in practice is to be based on the product/service customization;
- Creation of independent software platforms for small special solutions that lead to increased flexibility/agility;
- Creating opportunities for the end customers directly and accurately inform manufacturers through Internet about their needs and requirements – in terms od variety and time;
- Alternative solutions are now becoming easier to be found by the customers, and potential business models – easier to be "killed in the bud";
- Industrial companies must dramatically reduce production time and increase their flexibility/agility in terms of the trend of mass customization, and in reducing the consumption of raw-materials and energy;
- The process of transformation should help to correct determination of the necessary professional skills and the needs of qualified personnel;
- Engines for development in this direction are mostly SMEs. This process reflects in the growth of new businesses and self-employed people.
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UNIT ENGINEERING OF SOLID MATERIALS COMPLEX POWDER PRODUCTION
BY HIGH-SPEED PROCESS.

РАЗРАБОТКА УСТАНОВКИ ДЛЯ ПОЛУЧЕНИЯ МНОГОКОМПОНЕНТНОГО ПОРОШКА ТВЕРДЫХ
МАТЕРИАЛОВ, ВЫСОКОСКОРОСТНЫМ СПОСОБОМ.

Titov Y., Rechenko D., Tsarenko I., Petrov I.
Omsk State Technical University - Omsk, Russia

At the present time, one of the main directions of mechanical engineering technology comes updating of existing and engineering of new non-waste, material-saving production processes, i.e. such processes that provide preforming with minimum allowance or without them for the next machining with reducing of expenses on scarce materials. Powder metallurgy has certain role in this problem solvation.

At present, powder metallurgy in general and producing of powder of small dispersivity in particular find big application in many different areas. Specific interest to nano- and ultra-disperse powders is connected to their application as a feedstock for production of ceramic, magnetic and composite materials, superconductors, solar batteries, filters, and additives to lubricating stuff, high-impact solder alloy components, feedstock for 3D printers and any others.

Methods of nano- and ultra-disperse materials process are divided into physical, chemical, biological and mechanical, i.e. nature of receipt of materials process is in base of this classification. [1]

Main and most common type of mechanical powder production is grinding with the use of mill. There are many grinding mills in different modifications. Their construction depends on production type and customer’s demand, but all of them work under the same principles. Relatively big material elements travel around revolvable cylindrical vessel all the time, they communicate with grinding balls, and as a result these elements are grinded up to finely-divided range. [2,3].

Benefits of mechanical grinding approaches are:
1) Comparative easiness of installation and technologies;
2) Ability of grinding different materials;
3) Ability of producing powders from alloys;
4) Ability of producing materials in great numbers.

Disadvantages of mechanical method:
1) Probability of grinding powder polluting by cutting agent;
2) Difficulties of producing powders with narrow particle size distribution;
3) Product contents regulation difficulties during grinding process;
4) Mill flow differs in energy intensity and cost [4].

Analyzed benefits and drawbacks of this approach, there is suggested high-speed approach of producing of ultra-disperse powder. Patented machine is engineered on the base of special tool and cutter grinding machine, semiautomatic VZ-326F4 with computer numerical control (CNC) [5].

This machine represents comparatively new mechanical approach of powder process from solid materials, where material grinding, in the form of cylindrical work, is completed with the help of grinding blade with an abradant (grinding) wheel [6,7].

The machine is modernized for high-speed method of ultra-disperse powder producing. Modernization involved installation of CNC system and new head for high-speed processing. Domestic CNC system “Mayak-600” was installed on this machine. Application of this system lets work the stock in automatic mode, setting the process once a shift, and then just setting new material. Also, the standard grinding head was changed to the head meant for high-speed processing. Special antifriction bearing and seamless band were applied. After modernization, the machine provides spindle rpm up to 30000 rpm.

Mean particle size of produced powder ranges from 100 nm to 800 nm. (fig.2).
Fig. 2. Powder of multicomponent neodymium magnet produced by high-speed method.

Represented method provides ultra-disperse powder producing from any solid material, including multicomponent. There is, also, reducing of producing particles’ dimensional variation and making it possible to produce particles of less than 800 nm. Adding of liquid nitrogen reduces probability of high temperatures that appears while grinding on high-speeds; consequently, there is no possibility of fire risk in this process. Besides, nano-powders produce in liquid nitrogen environment are covered with thin surface oxynitride film, thereby they keep increased resistance to sintering and save particles size while heating up to 900-950°C. [8]
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INCREASING THE RESISTANCE OF PRECISION INSTRUMENT-MAKING ELEMENTS FROM OPTICAL GLASS TO EXTERNAL THERMO-INFLUENCES BY PRELIMINARY ELECTRON-BEAM PROCESSING OF SURFACES

POВЬШЕНІЕ СТОЙКОСТИ ЭЛЕМЕНТОВ ТОЧНОГО ПРИБОРОСТРОЕНИЯ ИЗ ОПТИЧЕСКИХ СТЕКОЛ К ВНЕШНИМ ТЕРМОВОЗДЕЙСТВИЯМ ПУТЕМ ПРЕДВАРИТЕЛЬНОЙ ЭЛЕКТРОНО-ЛУЧЕВОЙ ОБРАБОТКИ ИХ ПОВЕРХНОСТЕЙ
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Department of organization of technogenic-prevention work and health safety7 - Cherkasy Institute of Fire Safety named after Heroes of Chernobyl of National University of Civil Protection of Ukraine, Ukraine

Abstract: The results of experimental studies to improve the properties of the surface layers of the elements of optical glass (K8, K108, K208, BK10, TF110) after their processing by mobile electron beam with density of heat exposure \( F_n = 7 \times 10^6 \ldots 8 \times 10^8 \text{ W/m}^2 \) and displacement speed \( V = 5 \times 10^2 \ldots 5 \times 10^3 \text{ m/s} \) (a reduction of residual microvagueness height at the surface from 4 \ldots 6 \text{ nm (unprocessed elements) to 0.5 \ldots 1 nm (processed elements), the occurrence of melted layers of thickness up to 250 \ldots 300 \text{ microns with a modified structure, which is close to the quartz glass)} are presented. It was found that the improvement of these properties increases the resistance of elements to external-heat: an increase in 1.3 \ldots 1.7 times of the critical value of external heat fluxes and the time of their exposure, the excess of which leads to the destruction of elements and damage to the test instrument turnudown external pressure 10^5 \ldots 10^6 \text{ Pa}; increasing the maximum permissible values of thermal stress in the elements from 20 \ldots 40 \text{ MPa to 90\ldots100 MPa heating temperatures 300 \ldots 1200 K}; an increase of the probability of failure-free operation in the 2\ldots2.5 times by increasing the speed of the external heating from 100 \text{ K/s to 400 K/s}}.

KEY WORDS: optical glass, electron beam, elements of precision instrument-making

1. Introduction

Modern devices with elements of optical glass (K8, K108, BK 10 and so on) for measuring and thermal control of different physical nature objects (flat plates and discs as optical integrated circuit substrates, aerophoto lenses and plates of double curvature for space mirrors and aerospace applications, the input protective windows and lenses in sight for observation in the visible and infrared regions of the spectrum, optical fibers on optical monofilaments in laser medical devices for the diagnosis and treatment and so on) in operating conditions are exposed to intense external-heat (higher heating temperature and external pressure, shock thermal and mechanical stress in a shot and the flight, etc.) [1 - 3]. Under these conditions, a change in the properties of the surface layers of the optical elements up to their destruction (cracking and chipping, deep surface melting to form a sagging, undulating surfaces, changing the geometrical shape and others defects) takes place and leads to significant deterioration of the technical-operational characteristics of devices and their failure.

Therefore, the prevention of forced destruction of the optical elements of the instrument gets a significant importance in terms of their operation, taking into account the impact of external-heat.

As shown by experimental studies of various authors [4 - 8], in order to prevent the destruction of optical elements the electron-beam methods of finishing processing their work surfaces have the practical value at the manufacturing stage, and allow to improve the properties of the surface layers of elements and thus make them more resistant to external-heat, improving basic technical and operational characteristics of devices (reliability, service life and so on). However, studies of thermal exposure of the electron beam to change the properties of the surface layers of optical glass elements are currently insufficiently investigated. Therefore, the aim of this work is to prevent the destruction of optical glass elements of instruments for measuring and thermal control objects of different physical nature by improving the properties of the surface layers of the elements and increasing their resistance to external-heat by electron-beam processing.

2. Results and discussion

As a result of experimental studies they established the following optimal ranges of electron beam parameters: \( F_n = 7 \times 10^6 \ldots 8 \times 10^8 \text{ W/m}^2 \), and \( V = 5 \times 10^2 \ldots 5 \times 10^3 \text{ m/s} \), within which there is the most significant improvement of the properties of the surface layers of the optical elements (more than in a few times).

The results of electron microscopic examination of the surface of the optical glass elements made it possible to establish that on their surfaces after machining there are such heterogeneity as scratches, cracks and unevenness, the number of which is markedly reduced after electronic processing. In addition, the surface of elements has unevenness and defects which are a result after mechanical polishing, and which are virtually absent after electron beam processing. On the unprocessed by electron beam surface portion of elements there are characteristic etch pits defect layer, while on the processed part of the surface there are much less or practically absent.

In the study of fracture surfaces (fracturegram) of optical glass elements before and after electronic processing they revealed that the nature of the fracture is different. It is found that a fine-grained fracture occurs in the processed layer. In he elements that are exposed to the electron beam, there is a fine-grained fracture. The individual small crystals are found on the surface of the parent element. Furthermore, the nature of electron diffraction on the microdiffractionographs indicates crystal hexagonal structure of inclusions.

The analysis of transverse sections, chips, fractures of optical glass elements after mechanical polishing and electronic processing shows that: a clear boundary between the processed surface by electron beam and the very foundation of the element material is not observed; there is a significant difference between sides of the element - processed and unprocessed; there is a modification of the surface structure to the depth of 200 \ldots 220 microns with its most significant change in the sintered layer with the elements of "viscous" destruction.

The results of studies of optical glass elements surfaces by electron microscopy scanning showed that on the surface after
machining, the most characteristic there is a presence of various microroughnesses - small cracks of the depth up to 0.1 ... 0.7 microns, thin scratches up to 2 ... 5 microns, as well as "tubercles" bubbles etc., a size of which \(10^{-8}...10^{-7}\) microns. After electron-beam processing bubble sizes (diameters) on the elements surface are reduced in 2 ... 4 times, therefore "tubercles" and other unevenness of less than 1 ... 2 microns are not observed, that is in result of processing by electron beam the elements surface, as it were "cleaned", small defects are eliminated.

The analysis of electron-microscopic images of the surfaces of optical glass elements, the study of surfaces of the polished sections of chipped elements before and after electron beam processing indicates that in the first case the microroughness height is 30 ... 40 nm, and in the second one it is reduced to the level of 0.5 ... 6 nm.

The study of fracturegrams of optical glass elements surface layers before and after electron beam processing showed that the depth of main-heat zone or the thickness of the deposited layer can be up to 250 ... 300 microns, and essentially depends on the magnitude \(F_{\text{e}}\) and the moving speed \(V\) of the electron flow (Fig. 1, 2). Thus, an increase of \(F_{\text{e}}\) from 7·10^6 W/m^2 to 8·10^7 W/m^2, when used in practice the electron flow moving speed \(V = 5 \times 10^{-3}\) m/s leads to increasing depth of fusion from 30 microns to 230 microns for elements from optical glass K8; from 30 microns to 150 microns for elements from optical glass K108; from 25 microns to 140 microns for elements from optical glass K208; from 30 microns to 180 microns for elements from optical glass BK10; from 40 microns to 170 microns for elements from optical glass TF110. And an increase in the electron beam moving speed from \(10^{-3}\) m/s to \(10^{-2}\) m/s, when used in practice of \(F_{\text{e}}\) values already leads to a reduction of the melting depth: from 200 to 75 microns for elements from optical glass K8; from 160 microns to 40 microns for elements from optical glass K108; from 130 microns to 30 microns for elements from optical glass K208; from 170 microns to 80 microns for elements from optical glass BK10 and from 160 microns to 40 microns for elements from optical glass TF110.

A detailed study of scans of sections of the surface of optical glass elements after electronic processing indicates a local smoothing of irregularities, a significant dependence of the surface shape of the processing modes. So, with a deep reflow (200 ... 250 microns) it is observed a well-defined wavy surfaces. This modified melted layer has clearly oriented structure on melting depth. The layers, formed by electron beam on the optical elements surface are modified to different degrees in chemical composition. Thus, the analysis of change in the elemental composition of the surface of elements of optical glass K8, K108, K208, conducted with the help of the wave dispersion spectrometer, showed a decrease of Na and O concentration, an increase of Si concentration and the constant K concentration. At the same time, by X-ray analysis on the example of untreated and treated by electron beam elements of the optical glasses BK10, TF110 it is shown that significant quantitative changes in the chemical composition of its surface are not observed, however, it is possible to make a conclusion as for the improvement of the homogeneity of the distribution of elements in micro-surface layer after electronic processing.

In the result of conducted researches, it was found that after electron beam pre-treatment of the optical elements an increase comes in the critical values of the external heat flows \(q_{\text{e}}\) and their impact time \(\tau\) in 1.5 ... 2 times (Fig. 3). При этом увеличение внешнего давления до 10⁷ Па приводит к увеличению значений \(q_{\text{e}}\) и \(\tau\) только в 1.4 ... 1.5 раза. The increase in external pressure up to 10⁷ Pa leads to reduction in the values \(q_{\text{e}}\) and \(\tau\) only in 1.4 ... 1.5 times.

In addition, it was also shown that the limit values of thermoelastic stresses \(\sigma(T)\) at different temperatures for heating the optical elements treated by electron beam in 1.7 ... 2.3 times higher than for untreated elements (Fig. 4).
The influence of electron beam processing of working surfaces of the elements in the form of plates of optical glass K8 on the dependence of the relative amount of their damages (k) from the heating rate *

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input protective window</th>
<th>unprocessed by electron beam</th>
<th>processed by electron beam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>External heating rate, K/s</td>
<td>100...150</td>
<td>150...200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k, %</td>
<td>40...50</td>
<td>50...60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k, %</td>
<td>20...30</td>
<td>30...40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*) Note. \( k = k_0/k_w \), where \( k_0, k_w \) - a total number of test elements and the number of exposed to fracture respectively.

It is shown that the use of the results in the design and manufacture of new instruments, as well as the modernization of serial devices to considered optical elements for measuring and thermal control of the objects of different physical nature (optical integrated circuits substrates, aerophoto lenses, laser sights for observation in the visible and infrared regions of the spectrum, laser medical devices etc.) allows to improve basic technical characteristics (the reliability, service life and durability) when used in accordance with the influence of external-heat, for example during storage or transport under the conditions of occurrence of high-temperature fire sites, as well as the design of products with infrared devices in a shot and the flight (external thermal shock effects and others).

3. Conclusions

1. It was found that after the pre-treatment of the working surfaces of the elements of optical glass (K8, K108, K208, BK10, TF110) by mobile electron beam for change ranges of its settings (density of the heat effect \( F_n = 7 \times 10^6 \ldots 8 \times 10^9 \) W/m², speed of its movement \( V = 5 \times 10^{-3} \ldots 5 \times 10^{-2} \) m/s) the basic properties of the surface layers are improved:

- after electron beam processing the surface of elements are completely cleared of defects, which were obtained by the mechanical polishing (fine scratches sized 0.1 ... 0.7 microns, long thin scratches 2 ... 5 microns and other defects in size 10⁻³...10⁻² microns); thus there is a smoothing of irregularities, substantial dependence of the surface shape from the processing modes (with deep reflow (up to 200 ... 250 microns) a well-defined wave-like surface is observed, and the modified melted layer has clearly oriented restructure near the surface of the silicon-oxygen grid, which is becoming close to the quartz glass structure, which considerably increases the resistance of the elements to external-heat;

- the depth of the main-heat zone or the thickness of the melted layer can reach 250 ... 300 microns and essentially depends on the density of heat exposure of the beam \( F_n \) and its moving speed \( V \) for example, increasing \( F_n \) from 7×10⁶ W/m² to 5×10⁹ W/m² and decreasing \( V \) from 5×10⁻³ m/c to 5×10⁻² s leads to an increase in depth of melting from 20 ... 60 microns to 130 ... 220 microns.

2. It was found that improvement of the properties of the surface layers of the optical elements after electron beam processing leads to increase their resistance to external-heat:

- increase in 1.5 ... 2 times the critical values of the external heat flows and times of their effects that lead to destruction of elements; thus increasing the external pressure from 10⁶ Pa to 10⁷ Pa reduces the critical values of these parameters in 1.3 ... 1.4 times;

- increase in 1.7 ... 2.3 times the value of the maximum permissible thermal stress in the optical elements processed by...
electron beam, to change the heating temperature range 300 ... 1200 K.

3. It was found that electron beam pre-treatment of plates of optical glass used in the devices for measuring and thermal control of objects of different physical nature, reduces the amount of damage in the 2 ... 2.5 times and increases the probability of failure-free operation in 1.9 ... 2.3 times under variable external heating conditions.
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Abstract: It is customary for the preparation of technical documentation to use CAD (computer aided design) systems. Depending on the design and functionality they are divided into low, medium and high class. In certain cases, there are developed alternative software applications or such added to other basic systems with broad opportunities for development. At the present time open source programs are more widely used. This reinforces the interest of designers, engineers and architects to find possible application of such programs in the workflow. Contemporary and very good solution gives Blender free software with specialized application "MeasureIt".
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1. Introduction

It happens so that sometimes the high cost of specialized CAD systems and specialized programs for preparation of technical documentation become an obstacle to consumers, causing many professionals to seek other options for carrying out their work. Open source software programs offer somewhat solution to this issue, with some remarks about the functional capabilities and competitiveness of proven paid programs.

At this stage a free license, accessible and popular programs are FreeCAD, LibreCAD, NanoCAD, TigerCAD, and others [1, 2]. Of course each of these programs is specific in nature and has positive aspects. Typically, the free license leads to a lack of the necessary renewal of activity in functionality and as a rule this type of programming to some extent lag functionally behind the leading paid CAD systems [3, 4].

An exception is GNU 3D software Blender [5 - 8]. Originally developed as a 3D graphics system later on there were created a number of additional features including the ability to draw up technical documentation. This can be considered a breakthrough in 3D graphics systems because of their main purpose. A very good application is the free application MeasureIt Addon specially developed for Blender software.

2. Prerequisites and ways to solve the problem

Opportunities provided by MeasureIt are of great importance in the development of technical documentation, as well as ordinary dimensioning and annotation. MeasureIt has the following functionality:

- create annotations;
- display orthogonal segments;
- mesh vertex to vertex measure (length between vertices in the same mesh);
- mesh vertex labeling (add a label to any mesh vertex; identify different areas or objects in the scene);
- object to object (distance between object origins, vertex to origin or vertex to vertex);
- object to origin (distance between object origin to scene origin or vertex to origin);
- arrows (line, triangle, TShape);
- vertex to origin in one axis measure;
- work with different scales;
- calculate areas (edit and object mode);
- sum automatically several segments;
- measures rendering (opengl and final render).

For integration of the application MeasureIt Addon in Blender software it is required to be taken off and added to Blender User Preferences Addon. Fig.1 shows the scheme of integration of MeasureIt Addon in Blender.

3. Solution of the researched problem

The aim of this study is specifying the functionality of MeasureIt Addon. For a detailed study of capabilities of MeasureIt Addon is necessary an exemplary model to be developed. Fig. 3 illustrates an exemplary model of Hot-Rolled Steel - Hot-Finished Structural Hollow Section - Rectangular Tube with size 250h150h10x10mm (Standard ISO 657-14) [9-16], which will serve as a research model on which will be applied capabilities of MeasureIt Addon for preparation of technical documentation in Blender software.

Before starting the sizing it is necessary to make the required settings and definitions on the scene, the camera and render (Camera Ortho View; Blender scene render freestyle; World: horizon color: white, zenit color: black, ambient color: white; Render layers: freestyle lineset, linestyle color: black; Camera
location: X:0, Y:0, Z:0.5; camera rotation: X:0, Y:0, Z:0; camera Orthographic scale: 0.6). Fig. 4 shows the correct configuration of the scene.

Fig. 4 Configuration camera view (Ortho)

Fig. 5 shows a general view of dimensional settings (in standby Edit Mode) at stage before starting the final render.

Fig. 5 General view of dimensional settings in Edit Mode

4. Results and discussion

Results of sizing of the model Hot-Rolled Steel – Hot-Finished Structural Hollow Section – Rectangular Tube (Camera Ortho View; size 250x150x10x10mm; Standard ISO 657 – 14) in Blender is shown on Fig.6.

Fig. 6 Technical drawing - scheme result

In developing the technical documentation of exemplary model impresses the great importance of how the network nodes of the model are located. This is especially important when defining geometrical relationships in automatic dimensioning. This is certainly a factor that influenced the creation of any drawing (technical or architectural) of a set model. As of today (December 2015) the current version MeasureIt Addon 1.6.3 is actual, where these errors are removed in: quadview, object to vertex link, alpha for lines. Along with this there are limitations that should be noted in the set of tools necessary for designing vocational technical documents according to standards. Despite the inconveniences the positive aspects of MeasureIt Addon are undeniable in terms of very convenient management, well-structured functional panels, innovative approaches, very good quality of the final image and mostly successful adaptation of automatic and drafting tools, which is a breakthrough in systems of this type. Because of its specificity of a no CAD system, application MeasureIt Addon in Blender lays the foundation for a progressive beginning, which in favorable conditions can turn into a fully functional application.

5. Conclusion

Blender software is one of the fastest developing systems. Originally created in the field of 3D graphics Blender gradually began to develop in many other functional areas. With its free license, easy, affordable and innovative interface, Blender boosts multiple users and developers to contribute to the positive progress of the program. The application MeasureIt Addon, specialized in the preparation of technical documentation opens new and important opportunities for designers, engineers and architects. MeasureIt Addon fills a very important segment in the system Blender, which makes the program suitable and successful choice in the realization of technical documentation.
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Abstract: In this paper, we study on chaos, one of the most important phenomenons based on complex nonlinear dynamics. We will focus on T-system chaos and in continue, using three synchronization methods, Brain Emotional Learning Based Intelligent Controller (BELBIC), Generalized Backstepping Method (GBM) and adaptive method, the chaotic system will be synchronized. To prove usability of the controllers, the results will be compared with the results obtained by Active Control and Backstepping Controllers. According to the results, proposed controllers synchronize chaotic systems with higher speed, lower setting time, lower overshoot and smaller control signal versus active control and backstepping controllers.
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1. Introduction

Chaos is an important phenomenon, happens vastly in both natural and man-made systems. Lorenz [1] faced to the first chaotic attractor in 1963. In continue, a lot of researches were achieved on chaotic systems [2-11]. A new 3D chaotic system (T-system) from the Lorenz system was derived in [12,13]. Over the last two decades, chaos control and synchronization have been absorbed increasingly attentions due to their wide applications in many fields [14-25]. Active control [28], backstepping [28] and adaptive control [28] are three different methods for synchronization of T system. Active control [28] and backstepping [28] methods are selected when system parameters are known, and adaptive control [28] method is applied when system parameters are unknown. GBM [26,27], a new method to optimize backstepping method, controls chaos in nonlinear systems better than backstepping design.

A kind of BELBIC model was introduced to control nonlinear systems [29] and aerospace launch vehicle control [30]. Another model of BELBIC was proposed for control and tracking of vehicles [31] and Intelligent autopilot control design [32]. This paper proposes new controllers to control and Synchronize T chaotic system according to three models, BELBIC [29,30], GBM [26,27] and adaptive method, and Simulation results shows that mentioned controllers synchronize this chaotic system more better and faster than active control and backstepping controllers.

2. Generalized Backstepping Method (GBM)

GBM [26-27] will be applied to a certain class of autonomous nonlinear systems which are expressed as

\[ X = F(X) + G(X)x \]
\[ \eta = f_i(X,\eta) + g_i(X)x \eta \]

In which \( \eta \in \Re \) and X = [x_1, x_2, ..., x_n] \in \Re^n. In order to obtain an approach to control these systems, we may need to explain a new theorem as follow.

Theorem. Suppose (2) is available, then \( \phi(X) \) for the ith state could be determined in a manner which by inserting the \( \eta_i \) term for \( \eta \). \( V(X) \) would be a positive definite (3) with negative definite derivative.

\[ V(X) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{n+1} x_i^2 \]

Therefore, the control signal and also the general control Lyapunov function of this system can be obtained by (4) and (5).

\[ u = \frac{1}{g_i(X,\eta)} \left\{ \sum_{j=1}^{n+1} \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial x_j} [f_i(X) + g_i(X)\eta] - \sum_{j=1}^{n+1} x_jg_i(X) \right\} \]
\[ \sum_{j=1}^{n+1} \left[ \eta - \phi(X) \right] - f_i(X,\eta) \right] j, k > 0 ; i, 0, 1, 2, ..., n \]

\[ V_i(X,\eta) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j=1}^{n+1} x_j^2 + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j=1}^{n+1} \left[ \eta - \phi(X) \right]^2 \]

3. Genetic Algorithm

The genetic algorithms are used to search the optimal parameter \( k \) (\( k_j, j = 1,2 \) is positive constant) in order to guarantee the stability of systems by ensuring negativity of the Lyapunov function and having a suitable time response [33-34]. The fitness function used is

\[ f = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} e_i^2 \]

4. T-Chaotic System

State space of T system is expressed as

\[ \dot{x} = (c-a)x - axz \]
\[ \dot{y} = (c-a)x - axz + u \]
\[ \dot{z} = -bz + xy \]

Where \( a = 2.1, b = 0.6, c = 30 \) are system constants. Fig.1 displays state trajectory of (7) and its \( yxz \) phase portrait diagram is displayed in Fig.2 in \( t = 250 Sec \) with initial conditions \((0,1,0,3,0,2)\).

5. Synchronization T-System using GBM

For synchronization, we consider master system as (8):

\[ x_1 = a(y_1 - x_1) \]
\[ y_1 = (c-a)x_1 - ax_1z_1 \]
\[ z_1 = -bx_1 + y_1 \]

And slave system by adding control inputs \( u_1, u_2 \) as (9).

\[ x_2 = a(y_2 - x_2) \]
\[ y_2 = (c-a)x_2 - ax_2z_2 + u_1 \]
\[ z_2 = -bz_2 + x_2y_2 + u_2 \]

We define error between (8) and (9) as

\[ e_x = x_2 - x_1 \]
\[ e_y = y_2 - y_1 \]
\[ e_z = z_2 - z_1 \]

Now, by putting (10) in (8) and (9)

\[ \dot{e}_x = a(e_x - e_x) \]
\[ \dot{e}_y = (c-a)e_y - a(x_2z_2 - x_1z_1) + u_1 \]
\[ \dot{e}_z = -be_z + x_2y_2 - x_1y_1 + u_2 \]
Now, based on GBM method, we consider virtual control signals as

\[ \phi_{i1} = \phi_{i2} = \phi_{21} = \phi_{22} = 0 \]  

(12)

Finally, according to (3), control signals for synchronization between these systems are obtained by

\[ u_1 = \{e_1 y + k_{i1} e_2 + k_{i2} e_2 - a(x_2 z_2 - x_1 z_1)\} \]

\[ u_2 = \{-k_{21} e_2 + (k_{22} - b) e_2 + x_2 y_2 - x_1 y_1\} \]  

(13)

According to (4), Lyapunov function is expressed as

\[ V = \frac{1}{2} (e_x^2 + e_y^2 + e_z^2 + (e_x - \phi_{11})^2 + (e_y - \phi_{12})^2 + (e_z - \phi_{21})^2 + (e_z - \phi_{22})^2) \]  

(14)

Now, using genetic algorithm and according to fitness function in (6), optimize GBM controller in (13). For this purpose, we consider gains \( k_{11}, k_{12}, k_{21}, k_{22} \) as genetic algorithm inputs. After optimization, the best values for these gains are obtained as \( k_{11} = 8.7165, k_{12} = 1.9697, k_{21} = 2.127, k_{22} = 7.0108 \)  

(15)

For master and slave systems, assume initial condition

\[ \begin{align*}
(x(0), y(0), z(0)) &= (0.1, -0.3, 0.2) \\
(x(0), y(0), z(0)) &= (2.4, -3.3, 14.5)
\end{align*} \]  

(16)

After applying GBM controller, we compare obtained results with the results of active control and backstepping controllers [28]. The states \( e_x, e_y, e_z \) are depicted in Fig.3-5 respectively. Control signals for synchronization of these chaotic systems using GBM and Backstepping controllers has been displayed in Fig.6-7 and three control signals using Active control [28] are shown in Fig.8.

According to GBM method, a controller was designed for synchronization. Designed controller has gains with positive values. GBM controller possesses different behaviors for each value of these gains which probably conducts system to inconstancy.

In order to find the best values for this controller, genetic algorithm was utilized. Genetic algorithm minimizes fitness function. Also this function is considered based on Total Square Error. Comparing GBM controller with Active control [28] and backstepping [28] controller, we could prove its better usefulness and effectiveness.
6. Synchronization T-System using Adaptive GBM

The parameters $a, b, c$ in (11) are unknown and $a_i, b_i, c_i$ are respectively estimated values of them which are updated by

$$\dot{a}_i = -e_i^2 - e_i(x_2z_2 - x_1z_1)$$

$$\dot{b}_i = -e_i^2$$

$$\dot{c}_i = c_i e_i$$

(17)

Now by using GBM, we consider virtual control signals as

$$\dot{\phi}_1 = \dot{\phi}_2 = \dot{\phi}_3 = 0$$

(18)

Finally, according to (3), control signals are

$$u_1 = [-c_1e_i + k_{11}e_i + k_{12}e_i - a_i(x_2z_2 - x_1z_1)]$$

$$u_2 = [-k_{21}e_i + (k_{22} - b_1)e_i + x_2y_2 - x_1y_1]$$

(19)

Now, using genetic algorithm and according to fitness function in (6), we optimize adaptive GBM controller in (19). For this purpose, we consider gains $k_{11}, k_{12}, k_{21}, k_{22}$ as genetic algorithm inputs. After optimization, the best values for these gains are obtained as:

$$k_{11} = 9.8584, k_{12} = 1.6731, k_{21} = 7.9422, k_{22} = 8.8094$$

(20)

We assume initial conditions as (16).

7. Brain Emotional Learning Based Intelligent Controller (BELBIC)

According to this method, learning is based on emotional factors such as excitement and anxiety [31-32]. In this paper, the factors that designer has sensitivity on them, are considered as stimuli which make system disturbed and control system should decrease system anxiety versus them. BELBIC possesses some sensor inputs selected by designer. BELBIC has two states for each sensor input; amygdala and orbitofrontal output as

$$A_i = s_{v_i}$$

$$O_i = s_{w_i}$$

(21)

Where $s_i$ is $i^{th}$ sensor input. $v, w$ are two states depended to sensor input and calculated as follow

$$\Delta v = \alpha s_i \max (0, rew - \sum A_i)$$

$$\Delta w = \beta s_i \left( rew - \sum A_i - \sum O_i \right) \max (s_i)$$

(22)

Where $\alpha, \beta$ are learning parameters. $rew$ is reward signal selected as a linear function of system error. Control signal $u_i$ is obtained as

$$u = \sum A_i - \sum O_i$$

(23)

8. Synchronization T-System using BELBIC

To synchronize, we consider master system as (24) and slave system by adding three control inputs as (25).

$$\dot{x}_1 = (c - a)x_1 - ax_1 z_1$$

$$\dot{y}_1 = (c - a)x_2 - ax_2 z_2 + u_1$$

$$\dot{z}_1 = -bz_1 + x_1 y_1$$

(24)

$$\dot{x}_2 = a(y_2 - x_2) + u_1$$

$$\dot{y}_2 = (c - a)x_2 - ax_2 z_2 + u_2$$

$$\dot{z}_2 = -bz_2 + x_2 y_2 + u_3$$

(25)

Where $x, y, z$ are state variables of master system and $x, y, z$ are state variables of slave system. $u_1, u_2, u_3$ are control inputs.

We assume initial conditions as (16).
We define error between (24) and (25) as
\[
\begin{align*}
e'_x &= x_2 - x_1 \\
e'_y &= y_2 - y_1 \\
e'_z &= z_2 - z_1
\end{align*}
\] (26)

Now, Sensor input for BELBIC and reward signal for each control signals \(u_1, u_2, u_3\) are selected as (27-28) and parameters \(\alpha, \beta\) are equal to 1 and 3 respectively and initial conditions as (16).
\[
s_i = \left[ e'_x, e'_y, e'_z \right] \quad \text{(27)}
\]
\[
rew_i = \left[ 4e_1, 4e_2, 4e_2, 2e_3 + 7 \right] \quad \text{(28)}
\]

After using BELBIC, we compare the results with the results obtained by Active control and Backstepping [28] controllers. Fig.14-16 display error changes between master and slave systems using BELBIC, backstepping [28] and active control [28]. Control signals of BELBIC, backstepping [28] and active control [28] for synchronization are indicated in Fig.17-19 respectively.

9. Conclusions

In this paper, T-chaotic system was studied. Then we addressed the synchronization problem and proposed three methods for it; BELBIC, GBM and adaptive method. By comparing these methods versus active control and BM, we could prove their better usefulness. The results obtained from simulations demonstrated that BELBIC, GBM and adaptive methods synchronize system with higher speed, lower settling time, lower overshoot and lower control cost against active control and BM.
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Fig. 18 Control signals for synchronization using backstepping [28]

Fig. 19 Control signals for synchronization using active control [28]
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Abstract: Investigated the features of the structure of the thin-film coatings based on polymeric and oligomeric matrix formed by dipping, spraying or rubbing. It was found a significant effect of energy substrate parameters and components of the coating on the mechanisms of interfacial interactions that determine the parameters of strength, tribological and protective coatings. The active layer morphology of the surface of the substrate formed by mechanical, laser or chemical influence, characterized by the presence of low-dimensional components of different habitus, which affect the energy and mechanical component adhesive strength. By managing service parameters of composite material components on the basis of polymeric and oligomeric matrix manages to change the mechanisms of formation of coatings on metal substrates of carbon steels and non-ferrous metals. Coatings based on the thermal ablation of PTFE products are effective in the process of running heavy-duty friction units and their operation at reversing the motion. Installed effect Nanophase formation regions in the volume of the coating, which help to increase their durability in friction without external supply of lubricant.
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1. Introduction

One of the most important conditions for sustainable functioning tribosystems different structures is the presence of a frictional contact zone so called "the third body", which is formed as a result of physical and chemical processes of interaction of the surface layers of the details included in the friction unit design, elements of technological couples "tool-blank" and technological protection – of air, lubricating or cooling lubricants [1].

It is obvious that the main task of any constructive-technological, or material science solutions tribological device (assembly friction and the technological scheme) is to create a separation layer with the parameters in the optimal degree of ensuring its equilibrium.

Thin film inhibitors wear tribosystems formed from the active gas phase and the solutions rotaprinting and plasma chemical methods, commonly used in tribotechnology including precision [1–4]. Despite the difference in technology of forming the fluorine-containing coating (FCC), differing in composition, structure and geometric parameters, there are general patterns of manifestation of their anti-friction and anti-wear mechanism of action due to the specificity of the molecular and supramolecular structure.

Therefore, the aim of this study was to investigate the general laws of the formation of separation layers on the basis of fluorine-containing components of different composition and structure.

2. Research methods

For the conducting research were chosen of fluorine compounds of various compositions and molecular weight – fluoro chemical oligomers with a molecular weight of up to 1000 units, produced under the trademark "Foleoks" and polymer composites based on polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) with a different toppings and modifiers. Coatings on metal substrates formed of fluorine-containing components in the solution by dipping or rotaprinting method. The surface layer of the substrate was exposed to various energy flows - laser, ionizing or deposition of thin film layers in the active phase of the vacuum.

3. Results and discussion

An analysis of the literature and own studies of features structure of the fluorine-containing coating formed by different technologies [1-4] have allowed to carry out their classification according to the criterion by the molecular weight used of the matrix (Fig. 1).

Without pretending to be exhaustive of the proposed classification, consider the typical structural features of composite coatings of various compositions and imaging technologies.

Fig. 1 Classification of fluorine containing tribological coatings

[Fig. 1 Image]

Without pretending to be exhaustive of the proposed classification, consider the typical structural features of composite coatings of various compositions and imaging technologies. Preferential attention will be given to coatings which are formed by the interaction of the friction modifier the fluoropolymer component on mainly the under layer, which is applied to the metal substrate. The most widely used coatings were prepared based on titanium compounds (nitrides, carbides, altins), which is formed using vacuum technology. Widely used methods chemical treatment (for example phosphating) to form a surface layer of desired morphology.

When applying nitride titanium sub layer of the steel substrate, depending on the technological conditions, is formed the film with a different morphology. Analyzed influence sub layer of TiN, wherein there was no so-called "drip phase" when varying thickness (denoted "nitride titanium -1" and "nitride titanium-3") and a sub layer with a dropping phase (the designation "nitride titanium -4"). There are two basic methodological approaches to the formation of separation layers in the friction pair. The first is based on the management of kinetics migration of fragments Tribo destruction polymer component in the mating surface and fixing them under the influence of physical and chemical processes in the
friction zone. Management of the parameters of this process can be accomplished by adjusting the roughness parameters of the opposing member surfaces.

Another more effective by forming the separation layer is tribo-system prior application of thin films, including polymeric and oligomeric components on the surface of the friction pair [3, 4]. This area is currently developing intensively in the production of high-precision systems, tools, parts tribo-systems increased resource.

We believe that the combination of these two approaches would achieve a synergetic effect in the creation of low wear systems.

It is found that regardless of the technology of preparation of the surface layer of steel metallic counterface of steel 45 (underlayer of TiN without dropping phase and a droplet phase, treated with a jet of sand underlayer) or phosphated for 5–30 min) and the type of oligomer used (F-1, F-14) observed intensification of the migration process and the formation of the separation layer (Fig. 2-4).

Applying to the surface a under layer of TiN with a smooth morphology of a thin film of a fluorine-containing oligomer grades of F-1 contributes to the fact that after 10 cycles of contacting loops formed separating layers with a sufficiently homogeneous structure and a high resistance due to the lateral movement without exfoliation, aided oligomeric component (Fig. 3).

4. Conclusions

The effectiveness of the fluorine-containing wear inhibitors approbation was realized for the manufacture of production tools (molds) and tools for cold deformation of sheet semis. Tests are indicating increase of wear resistance for the movable joints of molds and tools for the production of tubular billets by at least 1.5-2.0 times after a single application to an active sub-layer of fluorinated oligomers "Foleoks" or "Epilam".
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Abstract: This paper, concentrates on a three-dimensional (3D) computational fluid-dynamics (CFD) model for coal combustion and electrode radiation inside an electric-arc furnace (EAF). Simulation of the complete EAF model includes combustion reactions of coal particles and radiation from electrodes. Particle surface and gas phase reactions were used to predict injected coal particle combustion. The CFD model provided detailed information for the coal particles combustion and radiation interactions phoneme inside the electric-arc furnace. Results showed that CFD simulation could efficiently be used to develop and investigate EAF in design phase.
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1. Introduction

Generally electric arc furnaces consume high levels of energy to run the steelmaking processes that uses the coal and the electricity as the main resources of the energy. In order to increase the efficiency of these types of huge processes expensive experimental investigations using trial-error methods are required. Recently developed computational resources can solve interpenetrating physical phenomenon such as the solid particles combustion and the evaporation as well as the turbulence and the radiation together. CFD is an advanced simulation tool with a capability to comprehensive model for the industrial applications such as EAF. In this study commercial CFD software ANSYS FLUENT 14.0 [1] is used to develop a simulation methodology on EAF. One of the important targets to create an extensive CFD model of EAF is to investigate the combustion phoneme of injected coal particles, electric arc radiation and slag surface temperature distribution in order to analyze and verify the accuracy of simulations. In addition, the CFD model provided detailed information on the spatial distribution of the jet velocity, combustion species distributions and heat output from the EAF walls.

A number of reference studies have been carried out on combustion for the EAF. CFD model on post combustion reactions in the EAF has been studied [2] by simulating the radiation heat transfer, post combustion reactions, and de-post combustion reaction which is reacted between CO₂ and carbon in the liquid metal or the electrodes. Also radiation heat transfer from the electric-arc has significant effect to melt the metal mixture in the EAF. Guo and Irons [3,4] simulated the EAF radiation using CFD in order to introduce the energy distribution of the radiation heat transfer. They studied the radiation energy distribution for the sidewall refractory, water-cooled side panels and the furnace roof. Based on Guo’s study some assumptions on heat transfer coefficients, radiation emissivity of the walls and the electric-arc surfaces were applied in the current model.

EAF are widely used to melt scrap metal in the steelmaking industry. Taking this into account, the studies on energy efficiency are of a great significance. Therefore, this study aims to develop a comprehensive three dimensional CFD model for the coal combustion and the radiation heat transfer process. In this model, the location or quantity of the injectors, the injection angle, chamber dimensions of the EAF, the oxygen or the coal contents and radiation rates of the electrodes etc. can vary to reach the targeted temperature on the melt surface. On that sense the model provides flexibility on design parameters. Such a flexible CFD model can provide optimization the combustion and the electrode radiation to decrease the energy consumption in an EAF.

2. Computational Simulation

In this study, an EAF produced by CVS Tecnologies for scrap melting process has been modeled. The EAF parameters are internal height 3505.25 mm, internal furnace radius 3600 mm, internal slag surface radius 3080 mm electrode radius 305 mm used to create the 3-D model for the computational domain. Boundary conditions which include inner surfaces of the furnace walls, upper and sidewalls of the chimney were given particularly in Figure 1. All injectors located 1.07 m above from the slag surface and aiming 45° downwards. In order to simplify the model, bottom surface of the computational domain was accepted as a slag surface instead of modeling the overall melt volume. Combustion products and the other unburned gasses leave the computational domain from the exhaust surface of the EAF. Bottom surfaces of three electrodes generate electric arc and the radiate energy with the constant heat flux.

![Fig. 1 3-D CAD model of the EAF](image)

The skewness is an important parameter to understand the grid structure quality therefore great attention has been given to the skewness. Triangle prism mesh structures were used to create small computational domains in the model. The boundary layer mesh and weight factors are also used to create some critical zones for the computational accuracy. The sufficient grid refinement at the slag surface, arc generated surfaces of the electrodes and the injectors are necessary to capture the surface interactions and provide computational stability. The mesh structure of the EAF model, mesh inflation at the slag surface and dense grids at the injectors can be seen in Figure 2.

![Figure 2](image)
The model of EAF includes turbulent flows, combustion reactions, radiation, conduction and convection heat transfer. The realizable k-ε model was applied in the model to solve the turbulence which shows a good agreement with experimental observations of the gas flows with the coal particles combustion according to literature [5]. Previous studies on the liquid fuels and the coal combustion modeling [6,7,8] were showed that discrete phase model which has applied in current study, is a useful method to simulate the particle trajectory. The particle diameter distribution of the coal was modeled using Rosin-Rammer method with spread parameter of 4.52 and 10 groups. The minimum, the maximum and the mean particle diameters were chosen as respectively 70e-06 m, 200e-06 m and 134e-06 m. Discrete random walk model was enabled for stochastic tracking of coal particles. P1 radiation model has been chosen in order to solve the radiation originated from the electrodes and combustion reactions in the current model.

In the CFD code, the coal is simply classified as a single species due to the quantities of the fixed carbon and volatile matter [1]. Several classifications for the coal can be found in the FLUENT depending on property of the coal density, the specific heat and component fractions etc. In this study the volatile matter (VM) break up was assumed as a single hypothetic hydrocarbon component consist of Carbon (C), Hydrogen (H), and Oxygen (O). After injecting the coal particles into the computational volume, volatile matters in the coal particles are initially converted to a pseudo gas phase species with using the constant rate devolatilization model [9].

Three-step volumetric reactions with six species including the volatiles matter combustion were applied to the model. These gas phase reactions deals with the local chemical equilibrium are calculated by Arrhenius type chemical kinetics. Three-step gas phase and surface reactions were listed in Table 1 including Arrhenius Reaction Rate and Activation Energy.

### Table 1: Gas phase and heterogeneous particle surface reactions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gas Phase reactions</th>
<th>Heterogeneous Particle surface reactions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>mg_kO +1.706O_2 → CO_2 +1.543H_2O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>H_2 + 0.5O_2 → H_2O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>CO + 0.5O_2 → CO_2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Reaction</th>
<th>A (j/kgmol)</th>
<th>Diffusion rate constant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>C = O +0.5O_2 → CO</td>
<td>70100</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>C = 2CO_2 → 2CO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>C = H_2O → H_2 + CO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Results and discussion

Figure 3 (a) shows the velocity profiles on a plane intersecting the center of the injector 1. Velocity data plotted in the figure 3 (b) is obtained from a straight line (demonstrated in the figure 3(a) with a dash line) from the slag surface to the injector. Values range from a maximum from 349 m/s to zero for the O2 stream and outer flow. The speed of the jet decreases as it expands and mixes with the coal particles and gases. Swirls and high temperature combustion effects expand the velocity gradients to the larger volumes. Jet reaches the melt surface about 75 m/s.

The temperature profiles inside the EAF are presented for a plane intersecting from the center of the injectors. The combustion temperature profiles of injector 1, 2 and 3 are shown in Figure 4. The temperature at the jet flow after injector 1 and 3 is distributed between 2270 and 3200 K. Injector 2 which is located between two injectors, the maximum combustion temperature at the jet flow is investigated as 3000 K. The minimum temperature values are obtained at the near furnace walls as 692 K because of the heat transfer effects from the cooled furnace walls. The maximum combustion temperatures at the injector exits are continuously decreased to around 2200 K on the slag surface.
Fig. 4. Radiation temperature (K) profile for a plane intersecting one of the electrode.

Temperature distribution on the slag surface were introduced in Figure 6. According figure the slag surface static temperature variation is between 1860 K and 1970 K and the temperature of the slag surface mostly accumulated around 1880 K which is enough to maintain melt temperature at around 1800 K [10].

Fig. 5. Temperature (K) distribution profile on the slag surface

Figure 6 shows CO and CO₂ mass fraction distribution around the injector 1. Formation of CO from combustion reactions is lower than the slag surface diffusion as indicated in Fig. 9

Fig. 6. CO (left) and CO₂ (right) mass fraction in combustion field on a plane intersection the injector 1

4. Conclusion

In this study thermal effects of carbon combustion and electrode based radiation are modeled for a commercial EAF using state of art simulation technique of CFD. Core temperature occurred with combustion in jet area and the temperature distribution on the slag surface is analyzed in detail with the model. The variation of the CO and CO₂ which are occurred by the carbon combustion reactions are given visually. The effect of the radiation temperature inside the EAF and on the slag surface is visually examined. The total and average temperature distribution on the slag surface is in satisfactory agreement with the real conditions.

The developed model can help us to increase the EAF efficiency by testing at the design level of the EAF. It was determined that the model is fast, reliable, low cost and able to give detailed results. This model gives us an alternative method for high cost experimental methods and the methods of zero dimensional calculations which have less consistency.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The development of a computer system for researching and defining the database of parameters influencing the relationship between ergonomics and efficient operation of the operator to define and explore the field of solving this problem. Usually this area is determined by a number of restrictions, most of which are statutory requirements. These requirements strongly influence the design of the machine and logistic nature of the logistics process in which they participate. Therefore the design stage it is important to take into account, which will lead to the creation of competitive equipment and service process.
It is known that logistics technology in a logistics process is not always 100% of the production time. It strongly depends on the mode of operation of this equipment. In many cases this time is below 50%, which is associated with the impact on human (operator). The question arises to what extent should realize the norms and standards of ergonomics that machines be as simple, cheap and productive without any effect on the efficiency of the staff. In this work in logistics equipment will of course material and the current standard for them. (See BS EN 547-1,2 and 3).

Before describing the various ergonomic parameters for logistic equipment necessary to clarify the dimensions of the human body and the current standard for them. (See BS EN 547-1,2 and 3).

2. THEORETICAL BASES AND ASSUMPTIONS FOR DEVELOPMENT
2.1. Ergonomic parameters
There are various ergonomic parameters that must obey logistics machines. The work will focus on those that are directly related to the productivity of the operator (support staff), i.e. those affecting the cab of the machine or logistics environment in the absence of cabin.

2.1.1. Human body dimensions
Before describing the various ergonomic parameters for logistic equipment necessary to clarify the dimensions of the human body and the current standard for them. (See BS EN 547-1,2 and 3).
cabin with difficult access. Therefore object and scope of the standard - determines the size of open access to whole body to machines. This standard was developed initially for stationary machines to mobile machinery may have additional specific requirements.

The dimensions of access passages are based on the values of the 95 th or 99 th percentile of the expected set of users. The values for the 99th percentile apply for emergency exit routes. Anthropometric data given in EN-547-3, are derived based on static measurements of nude and do not account for body movements, clothing and equipment, and working conditions of machinery or environmental conditions.

Standard shows how to anthropometric data corrected with movements, clothing and equipment, and working conditions of machinery or environmental conditions.

2.1.2. Surface's Temperatures to which it is possible touch in logistic machine operator has access to surfaces which become hot during operation and are sources of risk of burns. So this parameter is not of interest for consideration for the operator. But support staff involved in the uptake and release of cargo it is essential.

2.1.3.Noise
In logistic machinery noise mostly comes out of the cab ie the medium and the machine itself. Emissions of noise created during the performance of work equipment must be minimized to avoid health hazards and safety and to ensure operator comfort. The noise from the environment determines the soundproofing of the cabin.

Methods of analysis and design should be directed to the management of emissions from the source to the extent that the values of the final broadcast are low entering the area defined by the standards, and to create the necessary insulation. Apply standard ISO 4871: 1996.

2.1.4. Thermal radiation
Logistics equipment is catering equipment and is characterized by processes of working and waiting. In both cases, the thermal emissions are directly dependent on the processes they serve. Basic requirement is that thermal radiation can be minimized through design methods, in order to avoid health hazards and to ensure the comfort of the operator (see EN 563). In particular, it must be taken as follows:

a) exercise of the operator (when it performs operations gripping the load;

b) the thermal properties of the necessary clothing;

c) the expected heat load on the operator (when the car is opened or closed).

2.1.5. Lighting
The lighting in the logistics technique is general and cabin. It must meet the requirements necessary for the performance of work by the operator. In the case that the analysis of the work task indicates that the total (ambient) light is not enough, it must be ensured mixed light, for example, which can be set and regulated. The lighting must be designed so as not to force the operator to take an awkward posture. According to DIN EN12464, where it must be done dimming, the means of regulation must be placed properly and should not present a danger to the operator. In particular must be taken as follow:

a) to avoid flickers;

b) to avoid glare or shine;

c) to avoid distracting shadows;

d) to avoid stroboscopic effects;

e) contrast the lights must conform to the task;

f) must be reserved transmission of color.

2.1.6. Hazardous materials and radiation
The cabin and the trunk must be designed in such a way that any hazardous materials and hazardous radiation present during operation to be identified and treated with appropriate devices in order to avoid exposing the operator to danger to his health.

2.1.7. Vibrations
The vibrations generated in a logistics machine, dependent on the operating situation, in which the appliance is used. Impact of vibrations on the operator depends on additional factors such as level of comfort, appearance and condition of the machine and its accessories, process and duration of the impact itself. The magnitude of the measured vibrations as much as possible, it is realistic to measure their intensity under normal operating conditions.

It is known that vibration control is a measure that allows to significantly reduce any transmission of periodic, percussion or random forces of the logistics machine to peripheral structures that surround or protect people, machines, equipment, buildings, by their environment (isolation of sites, protection against radiation). In both cases, the use of vibration isolation creates an elastic system whose dynamic response significantly affects the characteristics of the source of vibration, the dynamic characteristics of the machine, the structure on which the machine is installed, and the characteristics of resilient and damping elements. The optimization of the system to meet the requirements for protection against vibrations associated with detailed knowledge of all the factors influencing design and efficient application of vibration control of plant or equipment.

The exchange of information between the machine manufacturer, the supplier of insulation and the user has a leading role in achieving this [12].

The purpose of the insulation of the source is to protect the environment through measures vibration when installing the source.

3. METODOLOGY

3.1. Collecting data methodology
Primary article builds on existing applicable standards - BS, EN, ISO, DaTech. Removed are the main parameters and criteria for analyzing their related logistics process.

The ergonomic design of logistics systems increases safety, efficiency and productivity, improved working conditions and human life and preventing adverse effects on the health and performance of humans. The application of ergonomics in the design of operating systems required in the process of studying the interaction between people, technology and the working environment to take into account human capabilities, skills, limitations and needs.

It is known that in the design of the work equipment using the system model can be described as a methodological process. Basic tasks such as setting goals, defining requirements and evaluation are included in this process. With equal importance taking into account the basic engineering and human factors. The practice of designing logistics systems offers four main stages:

1. Placing a target and developing a job.
2. Preparation of conceptual design.
3. Preparation of work design.
4. Realization

In the first stage the specified system requirements are developed and clarified in order to draw up a list of requirements that must be met. In the second stage designer consistently refine initial ideas to a situation that can make a choice (or more) for further development. In the third stage designer developed the sketches of the project to the selection of a preliminary design and can be made requirements for detailed design. In the final stage designer graduated details of the project and made the final draft. Consultations with representatives of operators should be made as soon as possible early in the design process.

3.2. Data analysis and hypotheses validation data
The following subsections provide information about some ergonomic factors that should be taken into account in the design of machines. To achieve effective, healthy and safe interaction of operators working facilities required during the design process to be respected as ergonomic principles and technical safety requirements.

This work will show some highlights from those standards that serve as a framework and define the field of design and
operational decisions of logistics systems and equipment. Typical of such systems is that they are built not only by machines, but by auxiliary equipment such as garage-charging stations and more. All this determines the application of standards on the whole system. Logistics systems in compliance with ergonomic principles should be applied not only in the use of working and auxiliary facilities, but also in their design, installation, tuning, energizing, maintenance, cleaning, repair or transportation. The projected parts may affect each other, so in the design process should take account of any interaction between them. Therefore essential when designing the interaction between the operator and operating facilities and therefore the allocation of functions and work between the operator and working facilities. The goal is to design a system which corresponds to the human capabilities, capabilities, limitations and needs. So in the design process is necessary to analyze the problem. The design can be classified as follows: Design, reporting anthropometry and biomechanics - dimensions of the human body posture, body movement, physical exertion (exercise) design, reporting mental capabilities (psycho-sensor voltage). Designing visual and signal displays and controls. Interaction with the physical parameters of the working environment - noise and vibration, thermal radiation, lighting, hazardous materials and radiation interactions in the process.

3.2.1. Human body dimensions and anthropometric data
The European standard defines the minimum and the optimal size for holes for the operator. This calls wherever possible, in terms of safety, the size should be increased. Moreover, open access must be sufficiently wide to allow quick exit in case of danger. Added in the amounts specified in EN 547-3 and EN 547-1: 1996. These requirements particularly important for logistics machinery moving space. Anthropometric data are in accordance with standard BS EN 547-3. Table 1 shows the best approximation of data that can be obtained at present of European Studies of logistics equipment. The data give an estimate of the values for the 5th, 95th and 99th percentile for combined collection of men and women. Each anthropometric value in the table is formed according to one of the following two methods:

I. National studies totals for a set of men and women: use the appropriate value for the 5th, 95th and 99th percentile.

II. National studies with individual values of percentiles for men and women. Although this method is statistically inaccurate, he has a good practical approximation. For value 5th percentile is elected for a European value, the lower value calculated in this way. For values of the 95th and 99th percentile is chosen accordingly highest value.

3.2.2. Temperatures of surfaces to which it is possible touch
Ergonomic data to determine the temperature limits for hot surfaces. (Standard BDS EN 563+A1+AC) This standard is needed when handling loads in casting, welding and others. workshops and contains data for assessing the risk of burns, where possible to such of skin to hot surface. Where necessary, these data can also be used in other standards or rules for determining the limits of temperatures of hot surfaces. They are based on research results and present, as far as is known, the behavior of human skin on contact with a hot surface. Data sill burning at very short touch of 0.5 s not based on direct research, and displayed by extrapolation of curves thresholds burning for long lasting touch. Taking into account the response time of a person and their distribution among the population, 0.5 s is the shortest appropriate time to touch for a healthy adult at an acceptable level of safety. Classification of burns - burns are classified into three levels depending on their weight:

a) superficial burns - in almost all superficial burns epidermis is completely destroyed, but the hair follicles and sebaceous glands and sweat glands, survived.

b) deep burning - most of all epidermis and sebaceous glands are destroyed and only the deeper parts of the hair follicles or sweat glands survived.

c) complete combustion - When the skin throughout its thickness was destroyed and there are no survivors epithelial elements.

Burns may have different surfaces.

Threshold burning - surface temperature defining the boundary between the absence of burns and superficial burns caused by skin contact with a hot surface for a certain length of contact. Threshold values are to be measured and recorded depending on the type of material - metal uncoated, coated metal, materials of ceramics, glass, stone, plastics, wood. (See BS EN 563+A1+AC).

3.2.3. Vibrations
The purpose of the insulation of the source is to protect the environment through measures vibration when installing the source. A system for the isolation of the source may be needed:

a) safety of operators of vibration machines;
b) the safety of persons located near vibrating machines;
c) safety structures or buildings that are vibrating equipment (eg elevators);
d) the safety of persons present in buildings that may be the subject of intense vibrational excitations;
e) when vibration limits set by law exceeded.

A system for the isolation of the source should be used in addition to measures in the design, enabling a reduction in vibration. The system must not replace such measures and may apply:

a) during the design or the installation of vibrating machines;
b) during the design or modification of buildings that are vibration machines.

It is necessary to make a preliminary analysis of the vibratory phenomena of vibrations in the environment. It is important to monitor the changes in vibration depending on time and to analyze relative frequencies for each operating cycle of the machine for a long enough period.

An analysis of the frequency response of structures that transmit and receive vibrations facilitates optimal choice of structures and avoiding the coincidence between the dominant frequency of the source and own frequencies of these structures.

The vibrations in the environment should be established in order to know the level of own vibrations under which usually do not need any insulation.

In case of a correction of an existing situation vibrations (displacement, velocity or acceleration) must be measured simultaneously:

- at the points of attachment of the machine and in the immediate vicinity;
- the place occupied by the operator or by a person located in the immediate vicinity.

Measurements should be made in terms of environment in accordance with the location of the machine. Measurements and analysis should help them to understand the origin of the problem and to provide information in as possible for possible solutions. Measurements should be made in terms of environment in accordance with the location of the machine.
The points of attachment of transducers and vibration directions of the measurements should be recorded in the minutes. It is recommended that in complex cases where insulation system used to require the opinion of an expert. The situation is especially complex when the machine and / or supporting structure have their own frequencies (modes of vibration) that are

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Значение</th>
<th>Описание</th>
<th>Стойност</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$h_1$</td>
<td>Высота на тялото (възраст P95)</td>
<td>1881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_2$</td>
<td>Высота на тялото (възраст P99)</td>
<td>1944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_3$</td>
<td>Высота на главата</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_1$</td>
<td>Ширичина на нивото на пълните P95</td>
<td>545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_2$</td>
<td>Ширичина на нивото на пълните P99</td>
<td>576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_3$</td>
<td>Ширичина на дланта с палеча P95</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_4$</td>
<td>Ширичина на дланта (метацептала) P95</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_5$</td>
<td>Ширичина на показалеца (показалеца) P95</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_6$</td>
<td>Ширичина на ходилото P95</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_1$</td>
<td>Предно-заден размер на тялото P95</td>
<td>342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_2$</td>
<td>Досегаемост напред (до оста на хващане) P95</td>
<td>615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_3$</td>
<td>Досегаемост напред (до оста на хващане) P99</td>
<td>820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_4$</td>
<td>Досегаемост напред (до оста на хващане) P99</td>
<td>845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_1$</td>
<td>Дебелина на дланта P95</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_2$</td>
<td>Дебелина на дланта с палеча P95</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_3$</td>
<td>Дебелина на бедрото (от седалището до коляното) P95</td>
<td>687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_4$</td>
<td>Дебелина на бедрото (от седалището до коляното) P99</td>
<td>725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_5$</td>
<td>Дебелина на ходилото P5</td>
<td>211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_6$</td>
<td>Дебелина на ходилото P95</td>
<td>285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_7$</td>
<td>Дебелина на ходилото P99</td>
<td>295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_8$</td>
<td>Дебелина на главата от върха на носа P95</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| $d_9$ | Дебелина на кичницата P95 | 121 |
| $d_{10}$ | Диаметър на предвихещата P95 | 120 |
| $d_{11}$ | Диаметър на юмрука P95 | 120 |
| $r_1$ | Функционална дължина на ръката P5 | 340 |
| $r_2$ | Досегаемост с предмишницата P5 | 170 |
| $r_3$ | Досегаемост на ръката в атака P5 | 495 |
| $r_4$ | Дължина на дланта с пръст P5 | 152 |
| $r_5$ | Дължина на дланта от върха на пръстите до основата на палеча P5 | 88 |
| $r_6$ | Дължина на показалеца P5 | 59 |
considered frequency range [12].
There are many dynamic models for various logistical equipment. To solve each case it is necessary to present accurate information. In order to choose appropriate insulators and be properly installed insulation of the source is necessary exchange of information between the machine manufacturer, the supplier of isolation and use machines. The information required for optimal isolation of the machine is:

- **Information provided by the manufacturer of the machine** - physical data on the machine - drawing machine excitation of vibrations, concrete prescriptions electrical characteristics specific regulations on mechanical resistance.
- **Information provided by the isolation** - physical data system isolation - dynamic behavior, service life, environmental conditions, data maintenance.

Information provided by the isolation - physical data system isolation - dynamic behavior, service life, environmental conditions, data maintenance.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The analysis can draw the following conclusions:
1. The standards seek to create convenience for operators to increase their productivity.
2. There are no dependencies to determine the required ergonomics in various logistics systems.
3. Activities where access is required through the small access openings are less effective, less safe and less favorable to health than working with unrestricted access. Therefore, before making open access, you should consider other options such as the possibility to open the machine to remove parts for repair. This is particularly important where it is needed more frequent access.
4. A major drawback is that all standards have been paid, the interpretation of the directives is severe, they are written in different languages and are feasible in all countries. Problem is some inaccuracies in the translation of standards into Bulgarian.
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Abstract: Due to increasingly competitive is required the companies to provide personalized products and services. This contributes not only to ensure customer satisfaction, but also to require application of modern technical solutions like digitized solutions, specialized software, automation of production and services. All these changes are the foundation and the specificities of the fourth industrial revolution (“Industry 4.0”). This article performs the key features and principles of Industry 4.0, just like and the role and the requirements to the human factor. In this connection there are different scenarios applicable to companies in the light of the fourth technological revolution.
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1. Introduction

The development of the industrial revolution has passed through various stages. At the end of the XVIII century during the first industrial revolution was discussed the impact of the labor market and the role of the human factor. After three eras of mechanization, electricity and information technology in the early 21st century began the fourth industrial revolution. The term "Industry 4.0" (fourth industrial revolution) was first used in 2011 at the fair in Hanover [1]. Initiated in 2012 by the German government strategic initiative Roadmap for the fourth industrial revolution. "Industry 4.0" became a top priority for many research centers, universities and companies within the last four years with numerous contributions by scholars and practitioners. As a part of this strategic initiative aims the leading role of industrial information technology,. The aim is to create "smart factory" (Smart Factory), which is characterized with resource efficiency, ergonomic design, flexibility and integration of customers and partners in the business processes and value-added [2]. Its elements are CPS and the internet of things and services [7].

The Cyber - physical systems are "intelligent systems, covering hardware and software, and effectively integrated physical components that interact closely with each other to reflect the changes of physical objects, defined by the American Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST ) [8].

In literature is viewed the technical aspects and the issue of staff and society . With the increasing digitalization is expected to impact not only on plant and businesses, but expect placing specific requirements on personnel, which will lead to impact not only on the labor market, but also on opportunities for social innovation and social progress.

This was and is a major theme of the World Economic Forum in Davos in January 2016 regarding the specifics of the “Industry 4.0”. It is predicted that until 2020, 5 million work places are going to disappear. [7].

2. Scenarios

Based on studies in the context of "Industry 4.0" the role of the human factor explore the relationship between men and machine are viewed various scenarios [2], [3]:

• Scenario of specialization: With increasing automation and digitization of manufacturing processes, it is considered that the human factor will play a role of an expert .

• Hybrid scenario: monitoring and control tasks are carried out cooperatively and interactively through technologies related facilities and personnel in network.

• Scenario of automation: CPS to monitor and to control processes on line , based on the collection of information and data, their aggregation with additional interpretation by the human faktor.fig.1[6].

Fig.1: Scenario automation

On this basis, the role of humans is different in different scenarios regarding the management of processes, information and data. The basic requirements for the tasks of work, (Table 1).

Table 1. Basic requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario specialization</th>
<th>Scenario automation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content of work</td>
<td>Interestingly distribution of tasks with the possibility of distributed shopping and objectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization of work</td>
<td>Opportunities for collaboration with agreed objectives and participation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Networking</td>
<td>Impact of standards and interoperability in a transparent link</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automation</td>
<td>Exemption from loading and unproductive work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualification/ Competency</td>
<td>Linking training with a broad competence development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data</td>
<td>Access to information and knowledge in problem solving, data partitioning for staff and technology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario specialization</th>
<th>Scenario automation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content of work</td>
<td>Clearly division of tasks with a high level of standardisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization of work</td>
<td>High responsibility in a small degree of impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Networking</td>
<td>Availability of standards without transparency in terms of network and use of knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automation</td>
<td>Time for automation, factories without staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualification/ Competency</td>
<td>Only qualified job</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data</td>
<td>Use of data to control the behavior and achievements</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The exchange of information on line and networking devices is a prerequisite for the development and transformation of traditional jobs with mobile monitoring, management and taking decisions.

This increases the role of humans in smart factories to increase its responsibility and impact. This human factor is expected to be the most flexible part of CPS production systems and traditional relations with machine-machine receives new man-machine such as virtual reality using multimodal interfaces, is shown on Fig.2.

Fig.2: Man-machine interface

A radical change in the interaction between man and technology and human environment is going to happen. The introduction of "Industry 4.0" as a strategy should be enshrined in the managerial approach of the fact that the organization should be oriented to better meet the needs and desires of consumers.

In this respect there are the following questions:
• What are the opportunities for introduction?
• Which of these scenarios is most suitable?

3. Concept for the selection of the scenario

In the special literature there is not definition for "Industries 4., but it could be viewed as identification of objectives, analysis, selection of scenarios and measuring achievements in this regard, is shown on Fig.3.

Fig. 3: Elements of concept for the selection of the scenario

Due to the rapidly developing digital technologies in industry and especially in the sectors of business services constantly new forms of work organization and employment and skills are updated.

A study in 2015 of the Bulgarian Chamber of Commerce and Industry (BCCI) expect to increase their export revenues. Like any other company had forecast growth of exports in 2015, but only 37% actually did it. Only 23% of them said that during 2016 are planned investments in new capacity and 27% in new products and innovation. The focus of investment firms is placed on the development of human potential. About 25% of them plan to hire new staff, while the share for 2015 was around 30%. With respect to the scenarios would be appropriate scenario specialization.

Industrial companies in the country do not know the essence of "Industry 4.0" not currently intend to finance in this direction. However, they participate in European projects of the program Horizon 20/20, which essentially is an initiative of "Industry 4.0". In 2015 all of the Bulgarian projects were rejected (unconfirmed data they are over a thousand) of the EU.

Unlike in Germany, where in 2015 a study was done in 235 companies of the German Chamber of Commerce, who for five years are going to invest 3.3% of its annual turnover in "Industries 4.0" technical solutions. This represents 50% of investments in new facilities or amounted to 40 billion euros and thus meet the requirements, principles and selection of appropriate scenarios "Industries 4.0."

These transformations should be monitored carefully. We need a robust framework for social dialogue and active participation, also in view of innovation centers for education and training at firm, sectoral and European level which takes into account the frequent restructuring of companies in the rapidly changing service sector [6].

This proves that "Industry 4.0" is not only a technological project and a specific effort to increase the competitiveness of the manufacturing sector in the future.

4. Conclusions

The problem of human factor und choosing of optimal scenario is analyzed and its characteristic special features are defined. Industry 4.0 is not only a technology project but also a way to increase the competitiveness of the firms in the manufacturing sector for the future.

The key of Industries 4.0 is to pay more attention to the social aspects of this new development. It affects not only the management and employees of the firms, but also the whole society.
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Abstract: The rapid development of innovative industry started to impose so-called service-oriented platform of product development, which means intelligent monitoring, or that the product will be monitored throughout its life cycle - from concept to recycling it. These intelligent products (Smart Products) have informational knowledge of their production processes, logistics and future applications. They actively support the production processes (when they will be produced, with what parameters, what materials should be produced, where it should be delivered, when, what modifications, etc.). In this environment and these conditions the logistical component has a qualitatively new dimension adapted to meet these new requirements imposed by the innovative development - namely, to be in constant optimal contact with the production cyber system.

KEYWORDS: INNOVATION, INTELLIGENT PRODUCTS, INDUSTRIAL LOGISTICS, CYBER-SYSTEM

1. Innovative Development of Industry and Logistics

The innovations in the development of the industry are the main engine for its development. They are characterized by their stages of development or the so-called industrial revolutions. The First industrial revolution is related to mechanization, which is operated by water and steam. The Second industrial revolution characterized by mass production, built the division of labor (Ford, Taylor and others) using assembly lines and use of electricity. The Third industrial revolution is called digital revolution, characterized by the use of electronics and information technology to further automate of the manufacturing activities.

With the increasing complexity of products placed new demands on production. Factors that impose these changes are: increasing requirements in terms of flexibility, efficient use of resources and individualized products; Integration of customers and suppliers in the design and manufacture; the reorganization of the value chain and logistics and production processes in a globalized market. Begin to form new integration concepts that aim to qualitatively change the future production and logistics processes. In this context of development take shape and purpose of the Fourth industrial revolution. This suggests a new level of organization and management of the entire value chain, which is oriented towards individualized user desires. The value chain in the entire life cycle of products is expanding - the idea, the contract for the development, production, supply of a product, recycling, including related logistics services. Companies are starting to use their equipment and systems such as cyber-systems in the network world. In this way connect embedded system manufacturing technologies and intelligent manufacturing processes on the way to a new technological level. Intelligent industry refers to the technological evolution of embedded systems to cyber-physical systems or she represents the path to the "Internet of things (components) and services" (Fig.1.)

This radically changed the manufacturing and business models by creating conditions for greater flexibility and resource efficiency. For the first time there is an industrial revolution, which predicted a priori, not to monitor its consequences. This provides various opportunities for companies and research institutes to active participation and impact on production. Of the other part, creates an opportunity to develop completely new technological models, services and products. The Fourth technical revolution is not only a technical challenge - the technological change, which will have lasting organizational consequences and creating opportunities for new production models and corporate concepts, but also a new concept of the network world, including all components including and logistics. In "one intelligent world" Internet is to serve all needs which leads to changes in electricity of smart grids (Smart Grids), to sustainable mobility concepts (Smart Mobility, Smart Logistics), social welfare (Smart Health) and new technological solutions.[2,4]

In the production this leads to increased intelligence products and systems, their vertical network connected to engineering and horizontal integration through the value chain of the product. The work focuses on the manufacture of intelligent products, processes, methods, individual customer requirements and even profitable to produce single items; manufacturing, logistics and engineering processes can dynamically be designed so that the industry can change quickly and flexibly and respond to interference; It creates an opportunity to increase the efficiency of start (star-up) small businesses as well as to develop new services; the digital network allows direct involvement of customer requirements and inexpensive customization of products and services; There is huge potential for new products, services and solutions; global competition in the technology of production increases. The Logistics connection or logistics acquires a qualitatively new dimension. The Logistics chain will be under constant optimum connection with the manufacture of the product so that the material, information and financial flows will be a cyber-system built by both physically real objects and the virtual ones operating at optimum levels in the production network system.

2. Intelligent Factory (Smart Factory) and the role of Logistics

Structure of Smart Factory. An important element of this technical development is the intelligent factory (Smart Factory). There Smart Logistics is an important component of future intelligent infrastructure.[1] Smart Factory is defined as one factory in which are context-oriented (context-aware assists) and communicate people, machines and resources independently in the integration network for implementation of production tasks. These systems perform their tasks based on information coming from the physical and virtual world via the Internet of Things (components) and Internet of the services.[5] The information about the physical world is real position or state as opposed to information in the virtual world as electronic documents, drawings, simulations and more. In the intelligent factory physical objects such as manufacturing facilities, logistical components, information systems and staff must interact in real time. In Figure 2 it shows the structure of the smart factory.
Horizontal and vertical integration in Smart Factory. The horizontal integration defines continuous integration of various information technology systems in different stages of the production process and planning. This is integration process between material, energy and information flows both inside the company (input logistics, manufacturing, logistics output) and with other companies to find a continuously optimal solution. The vertical integration defines continuous integration of information technology at different hierarchical levels in the production system. Such as levels are: level actuator, level sensors, level management technique level production management, level management firm to find a continuous the best solutions at Smart Factory.

The vertical and horizontal interaction between machine - Internet machine - man and machine - a machine along the value chain in real time, forms the basis of the production cyber-physical system. They will be linked together in the integration network.

Logistics system of Smart Factory. It can be seen as separate from cyber-physical system (CPS), but must be connected to it by connecting models that perform the functions of coordination and management processes.[3] These models should be able to use integration data and real-time services. However, only material flow will have physical nature of dimension and its copy will be virtually or it is a virtual component. This system will regulate itself and participates in the optimization of the materials making up the product details. The physical component of the material flow includes smart flow of materials, vehicles and equipment and other logistics operations. Moreover, the logistics system is radically amended and qualitatively different from existing now as IT components (flow) will be entirely virtual in cloud borders capitalizing only logistical information allowing free communication in real time with cyber-systems of Smart production.

Conclusion
Based on the above, it can draw the following conclusions:
1. The logistical components acquired a qualitatively new dimension adapted to meet new requirements imposed by the innovative development.
2. The logistical components must be in constant optimum connection with production cyber-physical system.
3. Logistics chains will be under constant optimum connection with the manufacture of the product so that the material, information and financial flows will be one cyber system built by both physically real objects and the virtual ones operating at optimum levels in the production network system.
4. logistics system is radically amended and qualitatively different from existing now, as IT components (flow) will be entirely virtual in cloud borders capitalizing only logistical information allowing free communication in real time with cyber-systems of Smart production.
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AN ADDITION OF FUNCTIONALITIES IN AN INTEGRATED ROBOT COMPLEX FOR ASSEMBLING ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS
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Abstract: Robot assembling is flexible and it enables a stable and high-quality assembly. It enables a constant improvement and an easy multiplication. This report represents an idea for adding functionalities in a robot complex for assembling flame detectors in the firm “UniPOS” and it analyses the benefits of this. The main aims for a development of the existing robot complex for assembling are: decreasing the production prime cost; reducing the manual labor that is connected to loading components; increasing the use of the robot complex; reducing the cycle time and increasing the productivity of the robot complex; increasing the quality of the manufactured products. The additional functionalities are accomplished in parallel with the main ones in assembling and they are at the expense of running all robots in the complex and their use only for assembling (not for loading the components).
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1. Introduction

In the course of one year by observation, analysis and using Lean Manufacturing [1] we came to a conclusion that loading the robot complex with components for assembling for producing flame detectors can be changed, as the trays with components are replaced by stacks of components on the analogy of the line with machinery conveyor assembling [2]. Additionally built conveyors will put the component for assembling at a certain place. The component will be taken from the stack by an isolated gate driver. This will enable the robots to work efficiently [3], as they will only assemble and there will be no need of a change of the trays which carry the components. The robots will work simplified because they will always take a component from one and the same place. This will lead to a stabler and faster work. It will lead to a simplified programming of the robots, too.

On fig. 1 it is shown the scheme of the complex with the described change.

The operator will load a few stacks with components, which will enable a decrease in its work. In the production of the components (they are usually plastic details which are produced by syringing) their package will be able to be automated by introducing robots which will load stacks. In this way the production of the components will be able to be automated flexibly. The stacks have high density. They are easily transported and the process of separating the components for assembling is simplified and assured by isolated gate drivers.

2. Robot complex

On fig. 2 it is shown the robot complex which works with trays with components.

On fig. 3,4,5 trays which are loaded with different components are shown.

The robot complex currently works with trays with components which are loaded by an operator. The components are in panels or in bulk.

![Mechanical assembly line](image1.png)

**Fig.1. Robot complex with stacks**

The operator will load a few stacks with components, which will enable a decrease in its work. In the production of the components (they are usually plastic details which are produced by syringing) their package will be able to be automated by introducing robots which will load stacks. In this way the production of the components will be able to be automated flexibly. The stacks have high density. They are easily transported and the process of separating the components for assembling is simplified and assured by isolated gate drivers.

![Robot complex with trays](image2.png)

**Fig.2. Robot complex with trays**

On fig. 3,4,5 trays which are loaded with different components are shown.

![Trays with corpses](image3.png)

**Fig.3. Trays with corpses**

![Trays with bottoms](image4.png)

**Fig.4. Trays with bottoms**

On fig. 2 it is shown the robot complex which works with trays with components.
3. Robot complex with additional functionalities

The idea is a replacement of these trays with large space and little density with components by appropriate stacks which will be loaded out of the dimensions of the robot complex. They will be firmly strong with components. By an isolated gate driver they will pass a component by component through a small conveyor to a certain place (with a stopper) where the corresponding robot will take it for assembling.

This whole automation works in parallel with the robot complex and has enough time to accomplish the process. The synchronization in time is easy because it only depends on starting the assembly of the robots.

The use of stacks enables automation of the production and the package of the components. This type of packing has high density.

Passing the components will be safer and less risky. Then the possibility of stopping the complex is minimal.

4. Results

The results of the described additional functionalities are:
- direct – reducing the cycle time and the productivity of the robot complex for assembling due to a lack of work in changing the trays with components by the robots and a lack of pauses because of wrongly positioned components;
- indirect, connected to the reduced labor in production and package of the components, their transport and loading the robot complex;
- reduced rework because of the better quality of the components and their excellent positioning.

On fig. 6 it is shown a table with the results.

5. Conclusions

The conclusions of the additional functionalities in the robot complex for assembling are:
- The cycle time reduces and the productivity of the robot complex increases;
- The labor considerably reduces directly and indirectly, which considerably decreases the prime cost of the product;
- The rework rate considerably decreases, which guarantees a lack of refusals among the clients;
- By the stacks conditions for POKA JOKE are created (there is no possibility that the error will become a defect) regarding the quality of the components because the stacks appear as gauges that are used for packing the components (the component will not be able to be put in the stack if there is a diversion from the shape and the dimensions);
- The possibility of stopping the work of the robot complex decreases.
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INNOVATION ACTIVITIES – PARADIGM OF LONG-TERM DEVELOPMENT OF SMALL AND MEDIUM ENTERPRISES
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SUMMARY: The aim of this work is a reflection of the impact of innovation activities in the development of small and medium enterprises, especially in the long run. Innovation activities the trend of modern business, but at the same time is a prerequisite for sustainable long-term development.

On the basis of small and medium enterprises is instability, which is the result of inadequate business. Under inadequate shall be deemed to be a business that is unable to meet the demands of the business environment. Given these shortcomings, this paper will demonstrate the impact of innovation activities to increase the profitability of small and medium-sized enterprises in the long term. The application of innovation activities in small and medium-sized enterprises includes organizational changes, starting with the method of management that will promote culture and climate that will encourage the adoption of new knowledge, skills, tools and all druth's requesting to be placed in front of the business.

KEY WORDS: INNOVATION, SMALL AND MEDIUM ENTERPRISES, LONG-TERM DEVELOPMENT

INTRODUCTION
SMES are considered the engine of growth and employment thanks to innovation activities. The development of innovation SMEs ensure long-term development. In developed countries, innovation policy has been recognized as a complex problem. This approach confirms that innovation is recognized as a factor in long-term development. As a good example of the perception of innovation has been recognized Slovenia, although they observed that certain deficiencies which are planned to eliminate by 2020. Croatia can boast for the application of innovation, but there are certain preconditions for the development of innovation. This refers to measures at national level.

What is the focus of attention as Bosnia and Herzegovina, which has a low level of competitiveness. The reasons are manifold. First of all rates by economic growth, which does not allow spending for research and development that directly reflects the innovation segment. We can say that it was one of the reasons for the focus of this work and the situation in Bosnia and Herzegovina which is characterized by low levels of economic growth, low competitiveness, a slight separation of research and development, which directly reflects on the lack of innovation that the sector of small and medium enterprises, which is a lever for economic development in countries such as Bosnia and Herzegovina.

What is the focus of attention as Bosnia and Herzegovina, which has a low level of competitiveness. The reasons are manifold. First of all rates by economic growth, which does not allow spending for research and development that directly reflects the innovation segment. We can say that it was one of the reasons for the focus of this work and the situation in Bosnia and Herzegovina which is characterized by low levels of economic growth, low competitiveness, a slight separation of research and development, which directly reflects on the lack of innovation that the sector of small and medium enterprises, which is a lever for economic development in countries such as Bosnia and Herzegovina.

For all these reasons, opens space for reflection on innovation and their contribution to the development of SMEs.

Theoretical aspects of innovation
The process of development of the theory of innovation associated with Schumpeter, who is a very significant figure in the development of the theory of entrepreneurship. Schumpeter's innovations introduced as a basic factor of technological progress and economic development. Introduces the concept of creative destruction by which I considered replacing old technology with new.

Regarding the classification of innovation, Schumpeter already mentioned proposed five types of innovation:\n• introduction of new production methods

In order to become an everyday business innovation, the EU has developed a concept of "Innovation Union" aimed to:

- in Europe to achieve world-class scientific results
- remove obstacles to innovation, such as expensive patenting, market fragmented, slow determination norms and lack of skills, which are currently preventing the rapid transfer of ideas to the market, and
- implementation of innovative partnerships between European institutions, national and regional authorities, as well-sized enterprises to revolutionize the way in which the public and private sectors to work together.

**Innovation policy in the United States, Japan and Canada**

In the US system that supports innovative process has become one of the most important national resources for development. Business in the United States has shown a significant ability to innovate and innovation in the market capitalization. The elements of the national innovation system, positioned in the center of the private sector, have a significant effect, where stands.  

- industry responds to new technologies and new ideas to the market,
- Private companies are flexible and adaptive, definitely more than the government or the academic sector and can not accept the changes much easier,
- Efficiency, so that industry access to the product life cycle, is also a strength of the business sector,
- market access, as well as the factors involved in defining new products or business is also well stimulated by the industry.

Japan has made the following changes, which have contributed to improved innovation policy:

- Administrative reform, which included the reduction of a number of ministries and agencies; The biggest change was reflected in the merger of the Agency for Science and Technology with the Ministry of Education in the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, which now controls about two thirds of government investment in research and development,
- The transformation of national research institutes an independent administrative agency, which allowed greater flexibility in terms of personnel and financial management, as well as the impact on the future allocation of government resources.

Innovative policy has become one of the priority areas of the Canadian government, which resulted in the creation of innovative policies and strategies, which define the conditions to support the sustainable growth of small business, and efficient use of public R & D funds.

Innovation policy of Canada is clearly demonstrated knowledge that productivity is the major weakness of Canada. EU countries have been considered in terms of R & D and innovation system. Commercial use of research result is presented as the bad, so that investing in R & D has become a key issue of the national government. In this regard, Canada has done a number of things from 1997, in order to create conditions for greater innovation.

Improved market environment, reducing taxes on capital, and constantly improved legal framework. Then, increase investment in R & D in universities and business in order to support new programs and activities aimed amplifiers increase the availability of highly qualified people through the support of university studies.

**Innovation policy in neighboring countries - Slovenia and Croatia**

In relation to the overall innovation index, countries are divided into four main groups: (1) innovation leaders, (2) innovation followers, (3) moderate innovators, and (4) other countries followers. Slovenia in 2007 and 2008 contained in the group of moderate innovators, while in the period from 2009 to 2011 took the group of innovation followers. This is a big leap for Slovenia since it is located in the same group as well as Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Estonia, France, Ireland, Luxembourg, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom.

However, it is still marked as a follower of innovation just below the average for EU-27. Slovenia is among the countries of the EU-27 as a follower of innovation in 2011 was on the 12th place. Although Slovenia recorded a relative advantage in human resources and innovation activities of those companies which are associated with the public I & # 38; R institutions, research indicators a very weak link in the protection of intellectual property (other brands) in the development of innovations in the field of services and processing and organizational innovation.

Innovation policy of the Republic of Slovenia is much clearer than it is the case with the Republic of Croatian. The main reason for this is the existence of an umbrella strategic and more active document: Resolution of research and development strategy of the Republic of Slovenia for the period from 2011 to 2020. Year. The foundations on which it rested preparation Resolution recognized several years ago, and external evaluation of previous results is primarily left to the OECD, whose conclusions are incorporated in the resolution. Awareness of the Republic of Slovenia on the importance of investing in research and development activities by the fact that even during the most difficult period of economic crisis, Slovenia has not decreased expenditure on research and development activities in 2009 amounted to 1.83% of GDP compared to 1:38% in 2000, in the framework of resolution expected an increase of 1.5% in 2020. In addition, one of the main missions of the Resolution is to establish a model that will streamline and harmonize all existing measures in the area of innovation, and long-term follow the expected effects, including effects on the economy.

Based on the above, it can be concluded that the Republic of Slovenia has worked out a system and rounded innovation policy for many years, and timely detect flaws that will try to return to the period up to 2020.

A comparative analysis of the innovation potential according to the methodology developed by the European Commission, weakness recorded in Croatia are:

- innovative products and processes (which might be attributed to the insufficient protection of intellectual property rights),
- lack of a clear vision of management (which challenges the innovation activities).

A review of existing (available) measures and opportunity to encourage research and development activities at the national level can be concluded that most measures in accordance with the actual needs of the development of SMEs in the direction of strengthening their innovative potential. However, most of these measures could not be implemented within the planned scope and the planned time, and no systematic evaluation of the effects did not result in the implementation of measures aimed at their timely changes and improvements. A potential cause for this is the lack of clear innovation strategy in the form of umbrella document at the national level.

**Condition of innovation and SMEs in BiH**

Economic Competitiveness in Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH) is low, and its innovation system is underdeveloped: allocation for research and development are among the lowest in the Western Balkan region, business sophistication in research is low and universities have little ability and resources for research. in BiH there are many obstacles to the development of innovation, particularly in SMEs. They can be grouped:

- economic and financial,
- market access, as well as the factors involved in defining new products or business is also well stimulated by the industry,

---

2 www.europa.ba
3 Žuljević, A. Innovation as a factor in the creation of new business opportunities, the growth of SMEs, and help economic integration into the EU, doctoral dissertation, Faculty of Business Management Mostar, 2008, p. 96.
4 Isto., str. 101-104.
5 www.innovation.gc.ca/gol/innovation.
regulatory and institutional, and
modest scientific research infrastructure.
Among the economic financial dominate the lack of resources, and
low domestic public budget allocations for R &D activities
adversely innovative SMEs lending by international financial
organizations and domestic commercial banks and microcredit
organizations. As the internal obstacles may be cited lack of equity,
lack of ability to assess business ideas, business ideas neglect,
insufficient knowledge of financial management and marketing, and
insufficient awareness of the importance of training. As far as the
regulatory and institutional barriers to the development of
innovative SMEs, they can diversify the political, legal,
administrative, etc. As a general limiting factor that, so and
economic progress of the country, there is a lack of a defined
political will in terms of training. Also, business administration,
especially in the process of business registration and ownership is
inefficient, including loading the phenomenon of corruption.
Furthermore, the judiciary is slow, are not built adequate
institutions type management and financing of scientific and
technological policies and the development of SMEs. Modest
necessarily research infrastructure includes universities, without
pronounced research activities, a small number of independent R
&D institutions, libraries not connected to the eminent international,
scientific journals, etc.

CONCLUSION
Innovation is the process of converting ideas into practical
application, which is one of the simplest and most popular
definition of innovation.
Developed country in the world, such as the EU, Japan, USA and
Canada, have recognized the importance of innovation policy. The
EU has created a number of documents that can be brought under
the framework of innovation policy, and the most important
protocol of innovation policy and the development of the concept of
"Innovation Union", whose goal is to achieve world-class scientific
results, remove barriers to innovation and to implement innovative
partnerships between institutions, authorities and companies. In the
US system that supports innovative process has become one of the
most important national resources for development. Business in the
United States has shown a significant ability to innovate and
innovation in the market capitalization. The elements of the national
innovation system, positioned in the center of the private sector,
have a significant effect. Japan has made certain changes in the
form of administrative reform, transformation of national research
institutes, and the reform of the implementation of the new Law on
Science and Technology which have contributed to improved
innovation policy. Canada is in the field of innovation policy
improved market environment, reducing taxes on capital, and
constantly improved legal framework, then, increase investment in
R & D in universities and business in order to support new
programs, and increase activities aimed at increasing the availability
of highly qualified people through the support of university studies.
Innovation system in BiH is underdeveloped: allocation for research
and development are among the lowest in the Western Balkans In
BiH there are many obstacles to the development of innovation,
particularly for developing innovative SMEs. They can be grouped
as economic and financial, regulatory and institutional modest
scientific research infrastructure. BiH has no strategy for the
development of innovation and SMEs, and therefore not necessary
stimulus measures.
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Towards a New Industrial Organization: A Glance at the Political Economy of Claude Henri de Rouvroy, Comte de Saint-Simon
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Abstract: Often referred to as Henri de Saint-Simon, the Comte (1760-1825) offered a new and contemporary organization of ideas and practices. He said it was necessary to put an end to the critical phase of feudalism, the 18th and 19th century revolutions, the wars, the intolerance and egotism of the old regime. This transformation, he said, could be achieved by industrialism. Saint-Simon established the doctrine of industrial progress. He was the first to create the doctrine of industrial progress, the first theoretician of industrial society and technocratic political reform.
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If I have seen farther than others, it is because I have stood on the shoulders of giants.
Sir Isaac Newton (1676)

1. Introduction

French economist, engineer and entrepreneur Claude Henri de Rouvroy, Comte de Saint-Simon (1760-1825) is a founder of the doctrine of industrial progress, the first theoretician of industrial society and technocratic political reform. He remained forgotten by historians of economics, whether due to his influence on Karl Marx, or due to some already existing more modern industrial theories. Nevertheless, our interest in Saint-Simon is evidence of profound consciousness of the significance of the question of industry in the economic development of the state.

Saint-Simon came from an aristocratic family and received excellent education under the guidance of D’Alembert and Rousseau. He was only 17 when he left for America as part of the French Lafayette military service to participate in the American Revolutionary War. Over the time he spent there (1779-1783), he was extremely impressed by the enthusiasm and the freedom of the French Revolution. Consequently, Saint-Simon consecutively reorganized society completely overruled his interest in the historical past, realizing that this is a process of constant progress. His “parable” in L’Organisateur appeared in 1819, asking what if France suddenly lost her 3,000 leading scientists, artists, manufacturers, bankers, farmers and skilled craftsmen (the entire industrial and productive class). What would be the effect? The answer to this question was that overnight the nation would become a lifeless corpse. It would become inferior to the nations that are its rivals and it would remain so for at least a generation, until it had replaced the people it had lost. The second question was, suppose France lost all the king’s family, the King’s Ministers of State and councillors, his civil servants and all the local government officials, her judges, her army officers and her leading churchmen (the entire unproductive but consuming class) France would grieve, but not suffer. The country would easily find other people to do their jobs (2: 71-78).

Saint-Simon’s socio-political views are part of classical political economy whose main subject concerns the teaching about classes and society. His interest in political economy was sparked in 1813 when he attended the courses of Jean-Baptiste Say, also called the first professor of political economy in France, at the Athenée Royal. He was inspired by Say’s Traité d’économie politique and underscored his contribution to clarifying the influence of the economy on social organization.

“Of all who have written, I think that those who have written about political economy have created the most beneficial works. I also think that Say’s Traité d’économie politique is the book in which one can find the largest number of positively connected ideas… His work contains everything political economy has generated and shown so far. This is the best thing produced by this science in Europe to date” (3: 79-82).

The two share common features in respect to the old feudal system, positive knowledge and the importance of industrial classes. However, while Say’s Traité d’économie politique reveals the principles that form the science of production, Saint-Simon outlined the classical theory relevant to industrialization.

This paper will discuss the political economy of Saint-Simon, more specifically its capacity to reveal a new, more progressive organization of society that implements the industrial system.

2. Results and discussions

Saint-Simon’s entire work was influenced by the onset of a new organizational system, that of industrialization. His thought can be summarized in the maxim “Everything through industry, everything for it” (3: 4). He studied this question through an analysis of the historical past, realizing that this is a process of constant progress. Industrialization is a product of the evolution of human history, of a constant improvement of practices and knowledge at every single stage to achieving its new perfect form.

In spite of that, an extreme division between the separate stages in the evolution of western civilization emerges. All systems proceeding the age of the Renaissance were guided by the “military and theological principle” to a various degree, while the “industrial and scientific principle” acted as a force intended to govern civilized society. We can take as an example medieval society as an
organic entity based on two fundamental principles: on the one hand, the wars, which were leading for feudalism, and on the other, religion and morals in the face of the clergy. According to Saint-Simon, the transformation of the new system passed through the choice of scientific and industrial capacity to the detriment of military, theological and metaphysical power.

“In the age when all our knowledge was mostly assumed and metaphysical, it was quite natural to govern society, or its spiritual affairs, to be in the hands of a theological authority as theologians were the principal metaphysicians. And vice versa, when all our knowledge is formed only on the basis of observations, the management of spiritual affairs should be put in the hands of scientific positive capacity, as it is obviously above theology and metaphysics… Temporary power in the old military force requires more passive submission on the part of the nation. Industrial capacity, by contrast, designed to be the power behind the temporary affairs of the public, will impose itself at random, as every thing has been decided according to a plan compiled for general success, on the one hand, and on the other, the implementation of this plan may require a very small degree of command between people” (4: 80).

His study on the philosophy of history also shows that the French Revolution did not achieve its main historical objective: the much desired transformation to liberty, equality and progress. At the end of the 18th and the beginning of the 19th century industrialists did not have any active role in politics, governance and administration and suffered considerable financial losses, once from the Law of the Maximum1 and again by the Berlin Decree2, which brought into effect a large-scale embargo against British trade.

That was why Saint-Simon declared that it was extremely exaggerated to say that the French Revolution destroyed the theological and feudal powers. It did not abolish them but only lost a considerable portion of the confidence vested in its fundamental principles in such a way that today its authority does not have enough power and credit to serve society… in industrial ideas. It is there and there alone that salvation and the end of the Revolution should be sought (3: 56).

In fact, in “the progress of civilization” the manners of social transformation (reforms and revolutions) were less important than the quality indicator of the system (industrial ideas). This also leads to uselessness of major revolutions leading to anarchy and subsequently to despotism.

The new organizational system suggested by Saint-Simon relates to industrial ideas and knowledge. This evolution is characterized by the constant progress of thought, the expansion of industrial technologies, as well as the progress of exact sciences. In France, the best type of governance in the form of constitutional monarchy was discussed during the Bourbon Restoration (1814-1830). To Saint-Simon, this was industrial monarchy and he openly said that “the best way is to give the heads of industrial enterprises the task of drafting the budget and subsequently to manage public administration, because it follows from the nature of things that the heads of industrial enterprises (who are the true governors of the people because they are those that manage them in their daily affairs) tend, above all, in the name of their own interests, to develop their enterprises as much as possible, and as a result of their efforts in this direction there will be the largest possible increase of the total number of activities carried out by the people” (5: 266).

He hailed the dynamics of production activity and the new industrial society based on action or labour. To him “work is a source of all virtues” (4: 134).

Production is a social organization because society and its participants are in symbiosis. The production of useful things for all people is the most important economic goal of the incumbent. In this way economic interests are integrated in social life. Work of any kind is the most adequate expression of every individual effort as simulated by social reality. “... [The] most favourable organization lies in industry, industry most generally encompasses all types of beneficial activities, both the theory and practice, the activities of the mind and those of the hand” (3: 56, 57).

Saint-Simon sees bankers, scientists, actors and others as the part of industrial society related to its intellectual development. This conjunction of functions of production, credit and communication is a result of the economic, technical and intellectual education of the ruling elite.

The progressive organization of industrialists has its history, organically related to the “banker corporation” since the 17th century. According to Saint-Simon, bankers are the ruling elite and the main figures in industry. Banque de France is the institution that holds the banking sector and should have radical functions in industrial management. Saint-Simon interprets it as a fact of political organization in the industrial class, which conditions the functioning of a dynamic system. “Industrialists are organised by the establishment of the bank which connects all branches in industry and manages the political usage of their capital” (6: 66).

Saint-Simon distinguished the connections of the new industrial organization through the prism of political science.

“As a fundamental part of industry, bankers should have direct contacts with the mass of the most remarkable scientists and artists” (6: 197).

Saint-Simon suggested that governance based on competence and academic capacity should ensure the transition to the new industrial system.

“Scientists have elements of the necessary theoretical activity to form the industrial doctrine and the intellectual requirements for that (4: 116).

Just as scientists, artists are people of imagination who stand at the head of the army of industrialists. Saint-Simon lent a poetic tinge to the task of artists: “artists transfer the earthly Eden to the future and present it as a result of the establishment of the new system, believing that this system will be established immediately” (4: 97).

3. Conclusion

In his political economy Saint-Simon suggested a new, contemporary organization of ideas and practices. It was necessary to put an end to the critical phase of feudalism, the 18th and 19th century revolutions, the wars, the intolerance and egotism of the old regime. This transformation could be achieved by means of industrialism.

A new social structure of European society emerged after the end of the 19th century, conditioned by the upsurge of engineers and their industrial organization. Since the beginning of the 20th century, this governing power, legitimized by science, has destroyed the rent bourgeoisie holding the capital. With his ideas Saint-Simon conditioned the contemporary world of governance and the main doctrine of French industrial society. These reflected in the scientific organization of labour, formalized in the works of Henry Fayol (1916) and the managerial revolution of James Burnham (1947).

The practical value of his industrial project is best measured by his followers, the Saint-Simonians. They were all convinced that the ideas of Saint-Simon, his industrialism as a social doctrine, provide the elements of a contemporary faith that can efficiently replace the

---

1 In 1793 France passed the Law of the Maximum affixing maximum prices on staple goods. Strict measures were taken against anyone who violated it.

2 In 1806 Napoleon issued the Berlin Decree which brought into effect a large-scale embargo against British trade. Any trade with Britain was absolutely forbidden, any goods coming from Britain or its colonies were confiscated not only in the ports but also in the interior of the country, any letters coming from Britain were withheld and every Briton remained a prisoner in France.
old Catholic moral and utilitarian ideals.

These include Augustin Thierry and Auguste Compte, Prosper Enfantin, Saint-Armand Bazard, Emile Pereire and we can also add Olindeand Eugène Rodrigues, among others.

Enfantin, Francois Barthélemy and Ferdinand de Lesseps initiated the construction of the Suez Canal. The first passenger railway in Eastern France, built by Compagnie du chemin de fer de Paris à Saint-Germain, was also headed by Saint-Simonian Emile Pereire. Others were the cause for the inception of various projects during the Industrial Revolution: banks funding industrial and commercial development like Crédit Lyonnais, the establishment of educational institutions (Ecole Centrale de Lyon, Ecole Centrale Paris, Société d’enseignement professionnel du Rhône), to mention but a few.

The movement reached its apogee in 1852, when Napoleon III surrounded himself with industrialists like Michel Chevalier, Prosper Duvergier, Jean-Martial Bineau, Hippolyte Fourtoul, and Emile Barrault, who became his ministers. Thus Saint-Simon’s industrial doctrine was established mainly at the core of the French state.
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